8 December 2010

(1)

MEMBERS OF THE AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
Councillors Abraham, Alexander, Barrett (C), Barrett (N), Brown, Clark, Cole, Comer,
Cook, Cranney, Curran, Dando, Davies, Drew, Gregor, Hugill, McGall, Patel, Pickup,
Porter, Roberts, Walker, Willis, Wollacott and Wood

(2)

APPROPRIATE OFFICERS

(3)

PRESS AND PUBLIC

Dear Member
You are invited to attend a meeting of the Fire Authority being held at 2.00 pm on
Friday 17 December 2010. The meeting will be held in the reception meeting room,
Avon Fire and Rescue Service HQ, Temple Back, Bristol.
The Agenda is set out overleaf.
Yours sincerely

Geraldine Gee
Clerk to the Fire Authority

Clerk to Avon Fire Authority – Geraldine Gee LLM FRSA, Solicitor
Avon Fire & Rescue Service Headquarters, Temple Back, Bristol BS1 6EU
Telephone 0117 926 2061 Extension 283 Fax 0117 927 2908
theclerk@avonfire.gov.uk
Working in partnership with the Gambia Fire & Rescue Service (GF&RS)

Notes:

Inspection of Papers: Any person wishing to inspect Minutes, reports, or a list of the
background papers relating to any item on this Agenda should contact Helen Howells,
who is available by telephoning 0117 926 2061 ext. 283 or by visiting Avon Fire &
Rescue Headquarters, Temple Back, Bristol (during normal office hours).
Attendance Register: Members should sign the Register which will be circulated at the
meeting.
The appended supporting documents are identified by agenda item number.
Emergency Evacuation Procedure:
•

The fire alarm or notification of any other threat is a continuous siren.

•

In such cases Members must leave the building by the nearest exit.

•

In the event of explosion or smoke where controlled evacuation is not possible,
Members must follow fire exit signs.

•

All corridors are lit with emergency lighting.

•

The assembly point is the Station Drill Yard at the rear of the Brigade
Headquarters complex.

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interests
Any Member in attendance who has a personal interest in any matter to be considered
at this meeting must disclose the existence and nature of that interest at the
commencement of that consideration, or when the interest becomes apparent. A
member having a prejudicial interest must withdraw from the meeting room whilst the
matter is considered.

AGENDA
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE (Members are reminded there is no power to appoint
substitutes on the Avon Fire Authority)

2

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chair will draw attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in Note 4 appearing on page 2 of this release.

3

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
The Chair will draw attention to the requirements of the Code of Conduct as set out in note 5
appearing on page 2 of this release.

4

MINUTES OF AVON FIRE AUTHORITY HELD ON 24 SEPTEMBER 2010

5

PUBLIC ACCESS (Time Limit – 30 minutes)
Under Standing Order 21 and providing 2 clear working days notice has been given to the Clerk,
any resident of Bristol, South Gloucestershire, Bath and North East Somerset or North Somerset
Council may address the Avon Fire Authority (for no more than 5 minutes) to present a petition,
make a statement, or as leader of a deputation.

6

ADDITIONAL MEETING TO CONSIDER THE DRAFT BUDGET 2011/12

7

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE HELD
24 SEPTEMBER 2010

8

MINUTES OF THE STANDARDS COMMITTEE HELD 18 NOVEMBER 2010

9

MINUTES OF THE SOUTH WEST REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BOARD HELD
28 SEPTEMBER 2010

10

MINUTES OF THE SOUTH WEST REGIONAL CONTROL LIMITED HELD
1 OCTOBER AND 15 NOVEMBER 2010

11

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS 2011/12

12

MEMBERS’ ALLOWANCES 2011/12

13

DISSOLUTION OF THE SOUTH WEST REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BOARD
AND PROPOSALS FOR ONGOING REGIONAL COLLABORATION

14

CAPITAL PROGRAMME & REVENUE MONITOR 2010/2011

15

PERFORMANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE

16

ANNUAL AUDIT LETTER 2009/10

17

RISK PLANNING UPDATE

18

COMMUNITY SAFETY UPDATE

19

EQUALITIES & DIVERSITY FRAMEWORK & INTERVENTIONS

20

SICKNESS ABSENCE UPDATE

21

GAMBIA & AVON FIRE SERVICE IN PARTNERSHIP (GAFSIP)

22

FIRES & OTHER INCIDENTS – SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2010

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
24 SEPTEMBER 2010

PRESENT: Councillors Alexander, Barrett (C), Barrett (N), Brown, Clark, Cole, Cook,
Cranney, Curran, Dando, Davies, Gregor, Hugill, Patel, Pickup, Porter, Roberts, Walker,
Willis and Wollacott

42

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillors Abraham, Comer, Drew, McGall and
Wood

43

44

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES – The Chair drew attention to the
emergency evacuation procedures as set out in the Agenda.
DECLARATION OF INTERESTS – The Chair drew attention to the requirements of the
Code of Conduct as set out in the Agenda.

45

MINUTES OF AVON FIRE AUTHORITY HELD ON 30 JULY 2010
RESOLVED that the minutes be agreed as a true record and signed by the Chair.

46

PUBLIC ACCESS
Members were presented with a statement from the Fire Brigades Union (FBU)
on their views regarding the feasibility study of air support for Avon Fire & Rescue
Service.
FBU Secretary Chris Jackson gave an overview of the statement and expanded
on bullet points, highlighting that the support was only proposed for 12 hours a
day; the aircraft was unable to fly at night and was unable to respond under
certain weather conditions.
Chris Jackson recommended that Members deferred their decision for a trial until
further information was available. The Chair thanks Chris Jackson for his
statement.

47

FEASIBILITY STUDY: AIR SUPPORT COVER FOR AVON FIRE & RESCUE
SERVICE
In view of the FBU’s statement, the above item was brought forward.
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive thanked the FBU for their statement and
replied to the issues raised. He advised that the feasibility study had been
13

undertaken as requested by the Authority in December 2009. The Chief Fire
Officer / Chief Executive replied to the FBUs concerns advising that the 12 hour
cover was an interim measure during the trial; twin engined aircraft could fly at
night and there was indeed a restriction in weather conditions for flying, but it was
a temperature at height of -15°C. He went on to advise that his
recommendations were for a full business case to be written and a trial
undertaken, which will provide Members with more comprehensive information for
consideration. It was also explained that costs would not be included until a
tendering process was undertaken, but they would remain within budget reserves.
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive explained that other fire and rescue
services had looked into air support options some years ago, but significant
changes have been made since then, relating in particular to equipment weight
and aircraft.
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief responded to Members questions and reassured
that secondhand aircraft were fully maintained and as reliable as new; and
rescues from high rise buildings would be within the remit of the aircraft.
Members received a presentation from Area Manager Tim Bolland on air support
capabilities.
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive responded to further questions from
Members advising that a noise impact assessment would take place; officers
were ready to initiate a trial in November and outcomes would be reported to the
Special Purposes Committee.
RESOLVED that:
i)
ii)

48

Officers be authorised to arrange operational trails to fully test the outline
operational and financial cases.
A further report on completion of the trail to be submitted to the Authority.

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE HELD ON
30 JULY 2010
RESOLVED that the minutes be agreed as a true record and signed by the
Chair.

49

MINUTES OF THE SOUTH WEST REGIONAL CONTROL LIMITED HELD
29 JULY 2010
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

50

AMENDMENT TO FINANCIAL REGULATIONS
The Clerk gave an overview on the required changes to Financial Regulations as
outlined in the report.
14

RESOLVED that the amendment be approved.

51

CAPITAL & REVENUE BUDGET MONITOR
The Treasurer gave an overview of the first monitoring report of the year and
summarised the key points as detailed in the report.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

52

FIRE FUTURES - STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE FIRE & RESCUE SERVICE
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive gave an overview of the government’s
strategic review of the fire and rescue service .
RESOLVED that:
i)
ii)

53

the report be noted
the Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive and Chair participate in the review
and workstreams.

PERFORMANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE
Members considered an update on performance and risk management. The
Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive highlighted that the Audit Commission would
remain until 2012 and the statutory audits would continue.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

54

SOUTH WEST FIRE CONTROL LIMITED – AGM AND CONSTITUTION
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive gave an overview of the report which
detailed changes to the constitution for South West Fire Control Limited, in line
with current law and to mandate the Authority’s representative to vote at the
AGM.
RESOLVED that
i)
ii)

the proposed changes to constitution be noted.
The Authority’s representative, Cllr Terry Walker, be approved to vote at
the company’s AGM on 15 November.

15

55

RISK PLANNING UPDATE
Members considered an update on risk planning. The Chief Fire Officer / Chief
Executive highlighted that the Service was now benefitting from the Firelink
project, which has always been considered by CLG as a benefit of regional
control centres.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

56

COMMUNITY SAFETY UPDATE
Members considered an update on community safety work in the reporting period
and commended the work of officers during the blue light awareness campaign.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

57

EQUALITIES & DIVERSITY FRAMEWORK & INTERVENTIONS
Members considered an update on the work of the Equality and Diversity Unit.
The Chair highlighted forthcoming dates for equality training for Members on 13
October and 17 December, and urged as many Members to attend as possible.
The Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive advised that the recent peer assessment
had been very successful and a recommendation from the assessors indicates
that the Authority has moved up from “developing” level to “achieving”.
Final copies of the Single Equalities Scheme were available to Members at the
close of the meeting.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

58

INTERNAL AUDIT – ANNUAL REPORT 2009/10
Members considered the Annual Report from Internal Audit.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

59

INTERIM AUDIT REPORT
Members considered the Interim Audit Report from the Audit Commission.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

60

MEDIA MONITORING REPORT: APRIL 2009 – MARCH 2010
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Members considered a report on media monitoring and requested the costs for
providing these figures.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.
61

SICKNESS ABSENCE UPDATE
Members considered an updated report on sickness absence.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

62

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE JOINT DEVELOPMENT FORUM 2010
Members considered the annual report of the Joint Development Forum and the
Chair requested that Members be given the opportunity to attend meetings. Cllr
Porter suggested offering apprenticeships and that he would be happy make
formal recommendations to the Forum.
Members commended the work of the Forum.
RESOLVED that the report be noted.

63

RECOGNITION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF PRINCIPAL FIRE OFFICERS
The Deputy Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive gave an overview of the report
and the request from the Association of Principal Fire Officers (APFO).
RESOLVED that the report be noted and APFO be formally recognised.

64

FIRES & OTHER INCIDENTS – JULY & AUGUST 2010
Members considered details of incidents to note in the reporting period. The
Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive gave an overview of the incidents attended by
the hovercraft.

The meeting closed at 3.45pm

…………………………………..
Chair
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Treasurer to the Fire Authority
The Chief Fire Officer and Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Additional Authority meeting to consider the Draft
Budget 2011/12

SUMMARY
To resolve calling an Authority Meeting in January in order to accommodate the
grant settlement timetable and to ensure that robust budget plans and options
are available for consultation

RECOMMENDATION
To resolve to call a meeting of the Authority on 5 January 2011 at 2.00pm.

CONTENTS
BACKGROUND
The 2011/12 Budget Strategy and Medium Term Financial Plan is programmed
to be considered by the Authority.
This report will be considered at the meeting with a view to undertaking a
consultation exercise on the Financial Plan, in order that members can set a
budget at the Authority meeting on 11 February.
The figures to be considered by the Authority are calculated using data supplied
by central government, in particular the Revenue Support Grant allocation. The
indicative indication is that the grant will be reduced in real terms by 25% over 4
years.
Due to the fiscal pressures which have been highlighted recently and central
government approach to tackling the UK budget crisis, the anticipated
1
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announcement of the settlement may not be until 9 December or even later. The
consequence of this delay means that there is reduced time for officers to fully
consider and communicate the effect of the allocation by the meeting on the 17th.
Particular issues surround how the budget reductions are to be implemented next
financial year and to prepare the associated detailed budget for consideration
and consultation. The grant allocation announcement is fundamental to the
budget preparation.
In order to allow sufficient time to properly prepare, it is recommended that this
report is considered at an Authority meeting on 5 January 2011.

IMPLICATIONS

CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
The correct setting of the budget underpins the work of the Authority
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The financial impact of the budget and MTFP on council taxpayers is assessed to
ensure that proposals are both affordable and sustainable. Consideration will be
given to the outcome of the consultation exercise in developing the final budget.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The Authority may resolve to hold an additional meeting pursuant to Standing
Orders.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
none
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Potentially severe financial and legal implication if the budget is not balanced and
robust options identified and implemented.

ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS

2
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None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None

List of background documents:
Report Contact(s):
James Dack , Treasurer to the Fire Authority (extension 235#)
Kevin Pearson, Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive (extension 233#)

3
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
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SPECIAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE
24 SEPTEMBER 2010
PRESENT:

Councillors Cook, Curran and Walker.

1.

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES
The Chair drew attention to the Emergency Evacuation Procedure as set
out in the Agenda.

2.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
The Chair drew attention to the requirements of the Code of Conduct as
set out in the Agenda.

3.

MINUTES OF SPECIAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE HELD 30 JULY 2010
RESOLVED that the minutes be approved as a correct record and signed
by the Chair.

4.

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE REPORT 2009/10
Members considered the Annual Governance Report for 2009/10 and
representatives from the Audit Commission gave an overview of the key
points as detailed in the report.
RESOLVED that report be approved.

……………………………………………
Chair

1
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
STANDARDS COMMITTEE
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18 NOVEMBER 2010

PRESENT:

1

Councillors Comer, Cranney, Dando and Hugill
Mr Williams, Ms Roberts, Mr Hendy

ELECTION OF CHAIR
RESOLVED that Mr Williams be appointed Chair

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Councillor Roberts.

3

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES
The Chair drew attention to the emergency evacuation procedures as set out on the
Agenda.

4

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Declarations of interest were noted from all Committee Members in relation to the item on
succession planning.

5

MINUTES OF STANDARDS COMMITTEE HELD ON 10 MAY 2010
RESOLVED That the minutes be approved as a correct record and signed by the Chair.

6

SUCCESSION PLANNING
The Clerk gave an overview of the report on succession planning.
Members considered the implications that Standards for England had relaxed the
restriction on allowing the maximum of 2 consecutive terms of office. Members discussed
options for considered those effected on an individual basis and noted that Mr Williams
term was due to expire in May 2011.
Members expressed the view that uncertainty over the demise of Standards for England
and any proposed replacement regime. Members were very persuasive to retain the
current membership without recruitment and await legislation to see what changes were
brought to the Standards regime.
Mr Hendy expressed concerns over extending terms of office beyond eight years, however
added that he would support the decision of the Authority.
Remaining Members felt the options to increase terms of office were of benefit to the
Authority, when considered on an individual basis and requested that the Authority be
asked to approve the relaxing of the rule.
1
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RESOLVED: that a paper be submitted to the Authority in March 2011 requesting that the
rule of two terms of office be relaxed and Mr Williams be re-appointed.
7

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS
Members considered a report which proposed future meetings. The Clerk added that the
dates were for the Authority to note and if necessary they could be changed.
RESOLVED that the report and dates of future meetings be noted.

8

LATEST BULLETIN EDITION FROM STANDARDS FOR ENGLAND
RESOLVED that the report and Bulletin 48 be noted

Chair …………………………

2
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SOUTH WEST REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BOARD
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28 September 2010
Present:Councillors Walker (Chair) and Roberts (Avon), Kennedy (Cornwall), Gordon, Gribble (vice Boyd)
and Healey (Devon & Somerset), Bulteel (Dorset) and Brig. Hall (Wiltshire).
Also in attendance:
Alun Williams (Audit Commission)(for item RMB/ )
Apologies:Councillors Windsor-Clive (Substantive Member) and Parsons (Substitute Member)
(Gloucestershire), Mrs. Fry (Substitute Member – Devon & Somerset).

RMB/14.

Minutes
RESOLVED that the Minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 22 June
2010 be signed as a correct record.

RMB/15.

Workstream Highlights Report
The Board considered a report of the Regional Programme Manager (RMB/10/17)
on progress since the last meeting on:
•

•

those projects being supported by the South West Regional Improvement
and Efficiency Partnership (SW RIEP), specifically:
•

an extension of the regional benchmarking/equality and diversity
project;

•

a survey to determine lessons learned from the 2008 Local Area
Agreement round;

•

development of a regional website;

•

a regional fleet options review;

•

an e-recruitment project;

•

an Early Learning Fire Safety (ELFS) project; and

•

a fire and rescue services equality framework gap analysis; and

a summary of progress made since the last meeting of the Board by those
workstreams addressing the following issues on a regional basis:
•

Business Improvement and Efficiency;

•

Climate Change and Sustainability Practitioners Group

•

Community Safety;

•

Equality and Diversity;

•

Procurement;

-1-

•

Human Resources Management and Development;

•

Regional Control Centre; and

•
Service Operations and Resilience.
Appended to the report was a summary of “red” milestones against the projects
together with an indication of the action required to resolve this.
Following a meeting of the South West Councils’ Chief Executives’ Group on 23
September, the moratorium on new spending commitments – including £71,000
relating to the fire programme – remained in place.
RESOLVED that the progress of workstreams and the programme of work
supported by the South West Regional Improvement and Efficiency Partnership
(SW RIEP), as indicated in report RMB/10/17, be noted.

RMB/16.

Audit Commission Annual Governance Report and Annual Audit Letter
2009/10
(Alun Williams – Audit Commission – in attendance for this item)
The Board considered a copy of the Audit Commission’s Annual Governance
Report and Annual Audit Letter 2009/10 summarising the Commission’s findings
from its audit of the Board’s accounts for that financial year. The representative of
the Audit Commission no material issues had been identified as a result of the audit
and that consequently it was intended to issue an unqualified opinion both on the
financial statements on which the audit was based (a revised copy of which,
correcting minor errors, was contained in the papers before the meeting) and in
respect of value for money (the adequacy of arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources).
Included with the Report was a draft Letter of Representation for signature, subject
to Board approval, by the Treasurer and required by the Audit Commission prior to
issuing the final opinion and conclusion.
RESOLVED

RMB/17.

(a)

that the Annual Governance Report and Annual Audit Letter
2009/10, together with the financial statements upon which the
Annual Governance Letter was based, be approved;

(b)

that the Letter of Representation be approved and the Board
Treasurer authorised to sign and forward it to the Audit Commission
to facilitate issue of the final conclusion and opinion on the Board’s
accounts 2009/10.

Dissolution of the Board
The Board considered a joint report of the Clerk and the Treasurer
(RMB/10/18) advising on progress to date with proposals to effect the formal
dissolution of the Board following representations made to the former and
current coalition governments.
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The current Fire Minister, Bob Neill MP, had responded to the Board’s most
recent representations (Minute RMB/7(a) of the meeting held on 22 June
2010 refers) to indicate that participation in Regional Management Boards
would henceforth be voluntary with fire and rescue authorities free to
collaborate in ways and forums best suited to local circumstances.
In light of this, the paper set out issues that would need consideration to
effect dissolution of the Board and an indicative timescale to secure this.
RESOLVED
(a)

that the Board’s earlier decision to progress formal dissolution
be re-affirmed and that, as a result of this, the course of action
and timetable to effect dissolution as outlined in report
RMB/10/18 be endorsed;

(b)

that, in light of (a) above, future meetings of the Board
scheduled for the remainder of the current municipal year (to
June 2011) be cancelled;

(c)

that, in accordance with Section 6 and Schedule 4 of the Board
constituting Agreement, responsibility for production and
finalisation of the Board’s Statement of Accounts for 2010/11
be delegated to the Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue
Authority.

The meeting started at 10.30hours and finished at 10.55hours.
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SOUTH WEST FIRE CONTROL LIMITED
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PRECIS OF THE MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
HELD ON 1 OCTOBER 2010
AT SOUTH WEST FIRE CONTROL,
BLACKBROOK BUSINESS PARK, TAUNTON, TA1 2PX

Present :

Mr P J Abraham (Chairman) – appointed by Avon Fire Authority
Mr R Gregory – appointed by Dorset Fire Authority
Mr M Martin – appointed by Cornwall Council
Mr S Parsons – appointed by Gloucestershire County Council
Mr J Woodman - appointed by Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Authority
Mr D Wren – appointed by Wiltshire & Swindon Fire Authority

Also present :

Mr R Allen – Alternate to Mr S Parsons
Mr A Eastman – Alternate to Mr J Woodman
Mrs R Knox – Alternate to Mr R Gregory

Regional Project Director’s Update
The Regional Project Director (RPD) presented a confidential report on strategic issues
affecting the project since the previous meeting of the Board. He referred to the Minister’s
announcement (reported in the minutes of the previous Board meeting) requiring EADS (now
known as Cassidian) to provide three working RCCs by June 2011. With the apparent
contractual impasse, it was now considered impossible that Cassidian could meet this
demand in full. CLG now accepted that anything less than full functionality would be
unacceptable to FRSs. Not only would there be a shortfall in the product, but there was no
confidence that Cassidian would complete the full specification nor that CLG would fund the
“late” elements.
Directors expressed their concern at the uncertainty about the project and the implications for
the Company. It was noted that whilst funding was assured for the remainder of the current
financial year, nothing was known about 2011/12. Directors recognised their responsibility for
ensuring the Company did not reach a position of trading whilst insolvent with no prospect of
solvency. The Company’s funding was entirely dependent on the CLG. Hopefully, the
position would become clearer after the Chancellor’s announcement later in the month on the
Government’s review of public spending. Meanwhile, directors needed to be clear as to the
precise financial commitments of the Company in the event of project failure. The Board also
expressed its concern at the effect the present uncertainties were having on the Company’s
staff and paid tribute to the staff’s resilience in the face of these.
Directors decided:
• To place on record the Board’s concern at the current position regarding the
project and the implications for the Company, especially for the Company’s staff.
•

To await the outcome of the Government’s public spending review before
deciding whether to make representations on the funding position for future years.

•

To ask the Chief Executive to report to the next meeting of the Board on the
Company’s financial commitments in the event of project failure.

•

To agree that no new financial commitments be entered into by the Company until
further notice.

Finance Update
Directors noted that the Company had sufficient funds to operate up to 31 March 2011.

HR Update
The Board received a paper by the HR Adviser updating directors on HR policy development.

Standard Operating Procedures – Resilience
Directors received a paper on work being undertaken to develop standard operating
procedures.

Risk Register
A paper by the Chief Executive identifying the top six risks facing the Company was
discussed. It was agreed that the risks associated with uncertain future funding needed to be
highlighted.
Workplan
The Chief Executive’s updated workplan was received.

Annual Report & Accounts
The Annual Report and Accounts for the year eneded 31 March 2010 were approved.

The Company’s Constitution
On considering a paper by the Company Secretary, proposed changes to the Company’s
Articles were approved and recommended for adoption at the Company’s AGM.

Dates of Meetings
The dates of the AGM and of Board meetings in the remainder of 2010 and in 2011 were
agreed.

Communications Update
The Board received a briefing note by the Communications Manager on her work since the
previous Board meeting.
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SOUTH WEST FIRE CONTROL LIMITED

PRECIS OF THE MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
HELD ON 15 NOVEMBER 2010
AT SOUTH WEST FIRE CONTROL,
BLACKBROOK BUSINESS PARK, TAUNTON, TA1 2PX

Present :

Mr P J Abraham (Chairman) – appointed by Avon Fire Authority
Mr R Gregory – appointed by Dorset Fire Authority
Mr M Martin – appointed by Cornwall Council
Mr R Allen (Alternate to Mr S Parsons)
Mr J Woodman - appointed by Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Authority
Mr D Wren – appointed by Wiltshire & Swindon Fire Authority

Also present
as observers :

Mr A Boyd (Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Authority)
Mr L Kennedy (Cornwall Council)

Regional Project Director’s Update
The Regional Project Director (RPD) presented a confidential report updating the Board on
strategic issues affecting the project. He said that the future direction of the project was no
clearer than at the time of the previous Board meeting. Because of contractual difficulties
between CLG and the company (Cassidian) providing the technical solution, it was unlikely
that CLG’s view of the project’s future would emerge until January 2011.
Finance Update
Directors noted that the Company had sufficient funds to operate up to 31 March 2011.
Risk Register
A paper by the Chief Executive identifying the top seven risks facing the Company was
considered.
Risk of Insolvency
The Board gave detailed consideration to a paper by the Chief Executive. The paper
provided directors with a summary of the financial and legal implications for the future of the
Company in the event of funding from CLG for the 2011/12 financial year not being
forthcoming or not being notified in time to prevent the necessity for action to be taken to
avoid insolvency.
It was noted that the National Project Director at CLG had verbally confirmed that, in the light
of the Government’s Comprehensive Spending Review, funds for the Fire Control project had
been secured. However, the amount of funding was not yet known. Directors recognised that
the Board would need to initiate actions to avoid insolvency as early as its next meeting if the
amount of funding to the Company for 2011/12 was not known for certain by then.
Accordingly, it was agreed to write to the National Project Director pointing out the necessity
for formal notification of the 2011/12 funding in time for the Board’s next meeting. At the

same time, confirmation is to be sought that CLG will meet identified costs associated with
the winding-up of the Company were a decision to wind-up be taken by directors.
Directors also decided to place on record the Board’s intention to avoid a situation in which
the Company continued in business in the knowledge there was no realistic possibility of
sufficient income to cover expenditure. Meanwhile, it was agreed to ask the Company’s
solicitors to prepare a briefing note for the Board’s next meeting on directors’ responsibilities
and liabilities should there be the prospect of the Company being wound-up, and to ask the
Company Secretary to ascertain whether appointing FRAs have given directors any
indemnities.
HR Update
On considering a paper by the HR Adviser, the final version of the flexible working policy was
approved.
Facilities Management (FM) Contract
On considering a paper by the Chief Executive, potential changes to the FM contract were
noted.
Communications Update
The Board received a verbal report from the Chief Executive on the work of the
Communications Manager since the previous Board meeting.
Urgent Business
A change to the bank mandate was agreed; and it was decided to alter the date of the next
Board meeting to Wednesday 19 January 2011, starting at 10.45 a.m.

2
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Clerk to the Fire Authority

SUBJECT:

Calendar of Meetings 2011/12

SUMMARY
To approve a calendar of meetings for 2011/12

RECOMMENDATION
i)
ii)

That a calendar of meetings of the Fire Authority for 2011/12 be approved based
upon the attached Appendix.
That Committee meeting dates detailed on the Appendix be noted.

CONTENTS
BACKGROUND
The current approved calendar of meetings does not extend beyond the Annual Meeting
in May 2011. It would be helpful to approve now a calendar of meetings for 2011/12.
A draft calendar of meetings has been prepared based on the current pattern of
meetings and is attached as an Appendix.
At the last meeting of the Standards Committee, on 18 November 2010, it was agreed
that future meetings of the Committee would be included under this report for noting.
The Appendix reflects those dates for 2011/12.
IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
None
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Meetings must be held and the costs of these meetings are contained within the budget.
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Avon Fire Authority is required to meet and hold an Annual Meeting. An annual calendar
is prepared accordingly.

DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
None
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None

List of background documents:
Report Contact: Geraldine Gee, Clerk to the Fire Authority, ext 347#
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
CALENDAR OF BRIEFINGS & MEETINGS 2011/12

MEETING

Avon Fire
Authority
Avon Fire
Authority
Avon Fire
Authority
Avon Fire
Authority
(Precepting)
Avon Fire
Authority
Avon Fire
Authority
(AGM)

AGENDA
BRIEFING
MEETING
Thursday
14 July 2011
10.30 am
Thursday
15 September 2011
10.30 am
Thursday
1 December 2011
10.30 am
Thursday
26 January 2012
10.30 am
Thursday
15 March 2012
10.30 am
Thursday
10 May 2012
10.30 am

BRIEFING
DATE/TIME

Friday
30 September 2011
11.00 am

Friday
10 February 2012
11.00 am

Friday
25 May 2012
11.00 am

MEETING
Special Purposes Committee
(to approve Draft Accounts and Corporate Governance
Code)
Standards Committee

Standards Committee

MEETING
DATE/TIME
Friday
29 July 2011
2.00 pm
Friday
30 September 2011
2.00 pm
Friday
16 December 2011
2.00 pm
Friday
10 February 2012
2.00 pm
Friday
30 March 2012
2.00pm
Friday
25 May 2012
2.00 pm

MEETING
DATE/TIME
Friday
24 June 2011
10.30 am
Wednesday
9 November 2011
10.00am
Wednesday
18 April 2012
10.00am
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Clerk to the Fire Authority

SUBJECT:

Members Allowances 2011/12

SUMMARY
To consider and adopt a revised scheme of Allowances for members for year
2011/12.
Members attention is drawn to paragraphs 8 to 12 of the Code of Conduct and the
need to consider the existence of personal and/or prejudicial interests and take the
appropriate action
Whilst Members are likely to conclude that they have a personal interest, they may
form the view that they have no prejudicial interest in accordance with paragraph
10(2)(i)(iv) of the Code

RECOMMENDATION(S)
The Authority agrees a Scheme of Allowances for 2011/12 by adopting on of the
following options:
i)
ii)
iii)

The Scheme to remain the same as the current year 2010/11.
The Scheme be amended to reflect an inflationary uplift in accordance
with RPIX (Appendix1)
The Scheme be amended using some other agreed calculation.

CONTENTS
BACKGROUND
Regulations
The Local Authorities (Members’ Allowances)(England) Regulations 2003 (as
amended) (“the Regulations”) require the Authority to make a scheme in accordance
with the Regulations to provide for payment to Members of the Authority of a basic
allowance, which is to be an annual allowance of an equal amount for each member
of the Authority.
The Scheme may also make provision for the payment of certain other allowances as
referred to later in this report.
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The Authority is required to make a Scheme for each financial year before the
commencement of that year. The current Scheme was approved at the meeting on
18 December 2009.
Payment of the following allowances may be provided for in the Scheme, namely:Basic Allowance
Special Responsibility Allowance
Travelling and subsistence
Co-optees Allowance
Dependants/carers allowances are not payable to Members of a Combined Fire
Authority nor may provision be made concerning pensions.
The Scheme may provide for allowances to be indexed linked to provide for annual
adjustments, but the index must be reviewed after 4 years.
The Scheme must make provision for the payment of pro rata allowances where a
Member’s term of office or special responsibility (as the case may be) does not
extend throughout the whole year (ie. 1 April to 31 March).
The Scheme may also allow the Authority to withhold allowances where a Member is
suspended or partially suspended as a result of a breach of the Code of Conduct. It
may also make provision to allow the Authority to recover over-payments of
allowances. The draft Scheme referred to later includes such provisions.

Regulation 19(2)
The Regulations do not require the Authority to set up and to consider the
recommendations of an independent remuneration panel, but the provisions of
Regulation 19(2) apply.
This Regulation requires that, before it makes or amends a Scheme of Allowances,
the Authority shall have regard to the recommendations made by any independent
remuneration panels of the Councils which nominate (appoint) Members to the
Authority.
The latest report of the independent remuneration panel for each of the Unitary
Authorities is available to Members via the staff Intranet and a hard can be found in
the Members’ Library.

Basic Allowance
The Authority’s Scheme must make provision for the payment of this allowance. It
must be an annual amount and the same amount must be payable to each member.
In considering the amount of this allowance, Members will need to bear in mind that
the basic allowance payable by the Unitary Authorities will have regard to their
general duties as elected Members.
In terms of time commitment to the Fire Authority, the Authority itself has traditionally
met on 6 occasions each year, although there has been the occasional extraordinary
meeting and, in two years, an additional meeting in January to consider the draft
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budget. In addition, there is the occasional Member briefing session and some
Members serve on Committees and Forums which meet on an ad-hoc basis. The
Authority has also adopted an initiative for Member involvement with local fire
stations. This has undoubtedly increased the time commitment of Members, since
the time the original Scheme of Allowances was adopted.
In 1995, the Local Government Association issued guidance on the implementation
of earlier Regulations governing Schemes of Members’ Allowances. That guidance
suggested that local authorities might wish to adopt a “day session” rate when
developing and updating Schemes of Allowances. Over the years since the LGA
have continued to circulate a revised rate for use by authorities if they so wished. In
2004 and subsequent years the daily rate has been based on the daily rate for all fulltime employees and from 2006 the increased rate has reflected the “median”
increase in pay for this group over the previous year ( the calculation favoured by the
ONS). Within Avon the Unitary Authorities may well have had regard to different
rates in developing their Schemes.

Special Responsibility Allowances
The Scheme may make provision for the payment of these allowances to specified
Members who have the special responsibilities set out in the Scheme and which fall
within the categories set out in Regulation 5.
The amount of each responsibility allowance must be specified in the Scheme but
need not be the same. Again, this is to be an annual allowance.
Where the majority of Members of the Authority belong to the same political group,
special provisions have to be contained in the Scheme to safeguard the interests in
minority groups.

Co-optees Allowance
This, again, is discretionary and has to be in the form of an annual allowance. This
might be payable to independent persons appointed to the Standards Committee.
This allowance must be formally claimed by the person entitled to receive it.

Travelling and Subsistence
This allowance is discretionary and relates to travelling and subsistence undertaken
in connection with or relating to duties specified in the Scheme which fall within one
of the categories set out in Regulation 8.
This allowance can apply to independent persons appointed to the Standards
Committee as well as to elected Members.
Members may consider that travelling and subsistence rates should be closely
aligned to those payable to members of staff covered by the NJC for Local
Government Services.
Travel and subsistence allowances must be formally claimed. They are not paid
automatically.
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Duplication of Allowances
Regulation 10(9) requires that the Scheme make provision to ensure that where a
Member of the Authority is also a member of another authority (eg a Unitary
Authority) that Member may not receive allowances from more than one authority in
respect of the same duties.
To comply with the Regulations, the Authority’s Scheme will need to contain suitable
provisions to prevent duplication. This will be in the form of a Certificate to be signed
by the member concerned before an allowance is paid. Before signing the
Certificate, Members may wish to check with the Monitoring Officer (or other relevant
Officer) of their Unitary Authority whether allowances which they have or will claim
from that Authority cover any duties as a Member of the Fire Authority.

Election to Forgo Allowances
The Scheme must provide for Members (and co-optees) to be able by giving written
notice, to elect to forgo his/her entitlement or any part of his/her entitlement to
allowances.

Publicity
The Regulations require publicity to be given to the provisions of the Scheme and to
the amounts of allowances paid in any year.

Considerations
Members are asked, having had regard under Regulation 19(2) to the
recommendations of the relevant independent remuneration panels, to determine an
amended Scheme of Allowances for the current year which commences on 1 April
2011.
For the current year, Members agreed to set the percentage uplift in line with the
award to operational staff. There is a pay freeze for 2011/12 therefore Members may
wish to give consideration to the current financial climate and agree for the Scheme
to remain the same as the current year 2010/11.
Alternatively, a draft Scheme is attached as an Appendix which shows the level of
allowances calculated based on an RPI increase at the inflatory factor rate of 4.6%.
Members may also determine an alternative percentage.
No inflationary increase has been applied to “mileage rates”, which were originally
fixed to be in line with the maximum rate at which no charge to Income Tax would be
made. It is suggested that these rates be maintained in line with HMRC approved
rates. Subsistence allowances also remain unchanged, in line with Avon Fire &
Rescue Service allowances.
Regulation 10(6) provides that where a Scheme is amended affecting allowances for
this current year, the entitlement can be applied to take effect from the start of the
financial year.
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IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Member contribution is key to policy implementation.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
It is anticipated that the increase will be contained within the draft budget for 2011/12.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Members allowances are payable within the terms specified within the regulations.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Remuneration impacts on the ability to encourage Members to participate.

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
None
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None

CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
List of background documents:
Unitary authorities Remuneration Panel reports
Report Contact:
Geraldine Gee, Clerk to the Fire Authority, extension 283#
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Appendix
Members Allowances
2010/11

2011/12

£

£

1,453

1,519

Chair

6,616

6,917

Group Leaders

2,075

Co-optees

1,985
243

Director of South West Fire Control Limited

1,985

2,075

Motor Car

40p

40p

Motor Cycle

24p
20p

24p
20p

Breakfast

5.57

5.57

Lunch

7.70

7.70

Tea

3.04

3.04

Evening Meal

9.54

9.54

75.31
87.12

75.31

Basic Allowance
Special Responsibility Allowances

254

Travel & Subsistence

Cycle
Subsistence Allowances

Overnight
Overnight in London

87.12
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Clerk to the Fire Authority

SUBJECT:

Dissolution of the South West Regional Management Board
and Proposals for Ongoing Regional Collaboration

SUMMARY
This report proposes - in light of Coalition government policy announcements and recent
correspondence with the current Fire Minister, Bob Neill MP - the formal dissolution of
the South West Regional Management Board and addresses issues associated with
regional collaboration following its abolition.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
(a)

That the following be approved:
(i)

to request formal dissolution of the South West Regional Management
Board with effect from 31 March 2011;

(ii)

the entering into, from 1 April 2011, of the Co-operation Agreement in
relation to regional collaboration on terms and conditions to be agreed by
the Chief Fire Officer and Clerk;

(iii)

the indemnification of each relevant lead authority, against any liabilities
arising from the former programme of collaboration under the South West
Regional Management Boards and which may subsequently come to light
following its dissolution, with any such liability being apportioned equally
between each participating authority;

(iv)

that the current arrangements for the ‘pooling’ of any FireControl “New
Burdens” grant continues post April 2011;

(b)

that a letter on behalf of the Avon Fire Authority be sent to the Clerk to the
Regional Management Board agreeing to the termination of the Agreement and
seeking dissolution.

(c)

Chief Fire Officer to participate in the programme of regional collaboration (or
parts of the programme as appropriate);

(d)

that the establishment of a South West Forum of Fire and Rescue Authorities on
the basis as outlined in Section 2 and
Appendix A to this report be noted;

(e)

that the intended structure for officer oversight of the programme of regional
collaboration, as set out in Section 4 of the report, be noted.
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CONTENTS
BACKGROUND
The Regional Management Board was established in 2004 as a joint committee in
accordance with Sections 101 and 102 of the Local Government Act 1972 to respond to
various requirements contained within the Fire & Rescue Service National Framework to
which all fire and rescue authorities in the region were required to “have regard” by virtue
of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. Avon Fire Authority approved the formation
of a Regional Management Board as a joint committee on 30 January 2004.
Since that time, however, various iterations of the National Framework have reduced the
number of “must” requirements for the Board and consequently over the past nine
months the Board has been considering the potential for dissolution thereby realising
efficiency savings arising in relation to Clerking and Treasury administration function
costs. This consideration has featured:
•

the establishment of a Member/Officer “task and finish” group to explore options.
This Group reported to the Board at its meeting on 28 January 2010
recommending “in principle” that the Board should be dissolved and that
representations to this effect made to the Department for Communities and Local
Government (CLG) (Minute RMB29 refers);

•

Agreement for the Clerk to prepare a model report for consideration by each
individual fire and rescue authority to effect dissolution (Minute RMB34(b) to the
meeting held on 22 March 2010 refers); This report is submitted based on that
model report.

•

the making of further representations to the new Fire Minister (Minute RMB/7(a)
to the meeting held on 22 June 2010 refers).

Preparation of the model report to effect dissolution was put on hold following receipt of
a response – dated 31 March 2010 – from the then Fire Minister (Sahid Malik MP) to the
earlier representations made by the Board following its meeting on 28 January 2010.
This response indicated that:
“…we [CLG] propose shortly to undertake a three-month research project to review the
effectiveness of RMBs to date and consider what, if any, their future role might be.
…Meanwhile, the 2008/11 National Framework sets out what is expected of RMBs as
currently constituted, with a list of “musts”, and we would expect the South West RMB to
continue in that role until such time as the National Framework is revised.”
This response was reported to the Board meeting on 22 June 2010 but in the intervening
time between March and June there was a change in central government. In its
Programme for Government, the Coalition Government made a commitment to “stop
plans to force the regionalisation of the fire service”. Consequently, the Board resolved
at its meeting on 22 June 2010 to make further representations to CLG requesting
clarification of the former government’s proposed review of RMBs and again pressing
the case for dissolution of the Board.
On 4 August 2010 the current Fire Minister, Bob Neill MP, responded stating, amongst
other things:
3
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“I have therefore announced that the government will no longer require Fire and Rescue
Authorities to work through RMBs on the various RMB core business as currently set out
in the National Framework. In effect, the continuation of RMBs, and participation in
them, will be voluntary.
Fire and Rescue Authorities will now be able to collaborate in ways and in forums which
best suit their own and their neighbouring authorities’ local circumstances.”
Section 14 of the 2004 Agreement establishing the formal Board provides that it MUST
be terminated (and the Board dissolved) where there is unanimous agreement of all
Member Authorities and MAY be terminated if a majority of Member Authorities so
decide. If Members agree to seek such termination and dissolution, it is recommended
that a letter be sent to the Clerk to the Regional Management Board as set out in
Appendix B
In reaching such an agreement, however, it is felt that Member Authorities would wish to
be satisfied of a number of issues including:
•

the form for political involvement in regional issues (in this respect, it is
considered individual fire and rescue authorities would not wish to “re-invent” the
Board in a different guise). It is intended, however, to take the form of a
reconstituted South West Forum.

•

appropriate arrangements for collaborative working, to include apportionment of
costs and liabilities amongst constituent authorities in relation to those projects
on which they are collaborating;

•

an appropriate mechanism for officer oversight of collaborative working (at
present, the Executive Management Group – comprising the South West Chief
Fire Officers – oversees collaborative working via a series of workstreams);

•

an appropriate mechanism for dealing with “New Burdens” grant. This is
currently pooled and dealt with through the RMBs accounts.

This report addresses these issues.
POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT IN REGIONAL COLLABORATION
Prior to establishment of the formal Board, the south west regional had a proven trackrecord of successful collaborative working. It is intended that – in the absence of the
formal Board – this should be maintained.
One issue for consideration, therefore, is the mechanism for political involvement in
future collaboration. The Regional Management Board was of the view that this should
be via a reconstituted South West Forum of Fire Authorities and this is addressed in
detail below.
Role of the Forum
The intended composition of a reconstituted Forum, together with its scope of activity, is
attached at Appendix A. Rather than being a joint committee (as per the Regional
Management Board), the Forum will be an informal body. As such, it will not have any
delegated powers and its meetings will not be open to the press and public.
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The Executive Management Group (EMG) (comprising, amongst others, all south west
Chief Fire Officers) has previously supported the South West Regional Management
Board in delivering its objectives. It is now intended that EMG should oversee the
successful delivery of the agreed programme of regional collaboration and that
consequently:
•

EMG rather than the Fire Forum should formulate the programme’s annual
budget and business plan.

•

That each Service’s CFO should seek - where there is a need to do so within
respective constitutions – appropriate delegated powers from their own Authority
to participate in the programme (or part of the programme as appropriate),
subject to decisions on levels of funding to be committed being reserved by the
individual Authorities;
The Fire Forum’s political scrutiny of the programme should be informal with no
decision making powers. It would however provide Fire and Rescue Authority
(FRA) chairs and lead members with the opportunity to discuss the programme
with CFOs in advance of any Authority decision on whether to participate in the
programme.

•

The Fire Forum would also provide FRA Chairs and CFOs with the opportunity to
network and discuss common issues. For example, there could a standard item on the
agenda for a policy issues update from each FRS and for the host FRA to showcase a
particular policy issue.
The Forum could also consider the appointment of elected member champions to
workstreams and task and finish groups as appropriate if it was considered that this
would enhance improved political scrutiny of the programme.
Membership
Membership of the Forum would consist of the chairs of FRAs and CFOs. Other people
would be by invitation. Substitutes would be allowed.
Frequency and Hosting of Meetings
As with the previous Fire Forum arrangements, it is envisaged that the Forum would
meet quarterly with each FRA hosting a meeting in turn and bearing the costs (room
booking, refreshments etc.) associated with that meeting. At this stage it is considered
appropriate – to ensure consistency of approach – for the Regional Programme
Manager to produce a note of the meeting, focusing of points of agreement rather than a
verbatim record of the meeting.
Secretariat
It is intended at the outset that the Regional Programme Manager should provide
secretariat services for the Forum. This will ensure a consistency and continuity of
approach given that EMG will be generating the Forum agenda and that the Regional
Programme Manager attends all EMG meetings. Administration will be kept to a
minimum by using common templates for Forum meeting reports and notes and
electronic circulation via the regional website.
Agendas and Chairing of Meetings
EMG would agree the agenda for Fire Forum meetings in consultation with FRA Chairs
and Lead Members.
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The Chair of the host FRA would chair the meeting.
The intention would be to circulate papers for Fire Forum meetings at least one week in
advance.
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONTINUED AND FUTURE COLLABORATIVE WORKING
On the basis that the South West Regional Management Board is dissolved, it will still be
necessary for a mechanism to exist for governance and participation in both the
continued programme of regional collaboration and any future initiatives.
To this end, work is in hand to produce a Co-operation Agreement making provision for,
amongst other things, the apportionment of costs and liabilities between participating
constituent authorities in relation to the programme of collaboration. This is still subject
to agreement but at this time it is proposed that the basis for sharing costs and liabilities
should be:1.
The cost of preparing and reporting the RMB’s accounts for 2010-11 to be
divided equally between Services.
2.
The costs and liabilities of regional staff to be shared on an equal basis. The
employing FRS will invoice other FRSs on a quarterly basis.
3.
Project costs and liabilities to be divided equally between participating services.
This reflects the fact that most projects are likely to be taken forward on a sub-regional
basis.
4.
The cost of EMG, workstream and regional CFOA meetings to be divided equally
between participating Services at the end of each year.
The aim would be to provide Services with an estimate of the likely cost of their share of
the programme for the forthcoming year in January as part of the annual business plan
approval process.
The Co-operation Agreement will be subject to consultation with each Authority’s legal
advisors to ensure that it is fit for purpose. It is proposed that, once finalised, the
authority to enter into the Agreement should be delegated to the Chief Fire Officer (in
consultation with the Clerk for combined fire and rescue authorities) – this approach
being deemed appropriate by the legal advisors.
In relation to points (2) to (4) in paragraph 3.2 above, it is proposed that these
arrangements – and the Co-operation Agreement itself - should come into effect on 1
April 2011 (with the South West Regional Management Board formally ceasing to exist
on 31 March 2011) to avoid unnecessary complications in producing the Board’s
accounts for 2010/11, and changes in cost apportionment mid-year. This does not
preclude the establishment of the South West Forum or meetings of this body prior to 1
April 2011. Neither does it require the Board to meet again as – at its meeting on 28
September 2011 – it resolved amongst other things to defer remaining future meetings
scheduled for the 2010/11 municipal year and to delegate responsibility for the
production and finalisation of its 2010/11 Statement of Accounts to the Devon &
Somerset Fire & Rescue Authority.
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Additionally, on the basis that dissolution of the Board is approved, each authority is
asked to indemnify the relevant lead authority against any liabilities linked to the former
programme of collaboration under the South West Regional Management Boards but
which may subsequently come to light following its dissolution. Any such liability should
be apportioned equally between each authority including the relevant lead authority.
OFFICER OVERSIGHT OF COLLABORATIVE WORKING
As indicated in paragraph 2.4 above, this issue has been the subject of discussion by
the Executive Management Group (EMG). EMG feels that it should be the strategic
sponsoring group for the whole programme with workstreams serving as programme
boards for specific tranches of the projects mandated by EMG. Representation on each
workstream and task and finish project board would be dependent on which FRSs had
committed to that particular element of the programme. EMG would appoint each
workstream leader and the leaders of task and finish groups based upon
recommendations of workstream leaders.
Workstreams would continue to act as forums for the exchange of best practice and a
conduit for national Chief Fire Officers’ Association business. Workstreams would be
encouraged to make greater use of video conference, teleconferencing and the website
to reduce costs and exchange of information.
ADMINISTRATION OF “NEW BURDENS” GRANT
Since 2005 the Government has allocated New Burdens grant to fire and rescue
services (FRSs) to fund FiReControl implementation costs. For 2010/11 the total
allocation for the South West region is £3.6m, of which a total of £0.4m is paid direct to
individual FRSs to fund FiReControl FRS Co-ordinator posts. The remaining £3.2m is
paid to the Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Authority as designated ‘lead
authority’ to fund the costs of regional transition, the regional team, staff pools and the
Local Authority Controlled Company (LACC). A summary of this funding is provided in
the table below. In relation to transition and staff pool, the grant is subsequently
distributed to the six FRSs in the region based upon assessed need. The process for
the assessment of need is governed through the South West RCC Project Board.
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Transition Funding
LACC Funding
Regional Team Funding
Staff Pool
Total

£m
1.6
0.6
0.2
0.8
3.2

Whilst the £3.2m is paid by the CLG into a Devon and Somerset FRA bank account,
from an accounting point of view the receipt and distribution is included within the RMB
accounts, and therefore subject to audit scrutiny as of the external audit of the RMB
financial statements. As the RMB is still required to prepare Statement of Accounts for
2010/11, the accounting of New Burdens grant will not change prior to 1 April 2011.
Details of future commitment from the Government in relation to New Burdens grant
beyond April 2011 is expected to be included in the 2010 Comprehensive Spending
Review announcement.
Whilst it will not be necessary to change the administration arrangements for the receipt
of any New Burdens grant, post April 2011, it will be necessary for the accounting of
such monies to be changed as a result of the dissolution of the RMB.
From April 2011 the receipt and distribution of grant will be recorded within Devon and
Somerset FRA accounts and therefore be subject to audit scrutiny as part of the external
auditing of their accounts. Individual FRSs will still be required to account for their
portion of transition and staffing pool costs and funding, as is currently the case.
CONSIDERATIONS

CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
Abolition of the South West Regional Management Board should result in savings on
Clerkship, Treasurership and audit costs of circa. £32,000 per annum.
Costs will still be incurred, however, by constituent authorities participating in regional
collaborative initiatives.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Authorities are no longer required to deliver projects through the joint committee
structure of the Regional Management Board. Formal decisions to dissolve the Board
are required.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Nil in relation to formal dissolution of the South West Regional Management Board and
general proposals for ongoing regional collaboration.
Each regional initiative will, however, be subject to an Equality Impact Assessment.
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CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Collaborative working may now be delivered with less formality. Risk will be addressed
by other forms of monitoring and scrutiny.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS

List of background documents:
Report Contact: Geraldine Gee, Clerk to the Fire Authority (extension 283#)
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APPENDIX A

South West Fire Forum – Indicative Terms of Reference
Membership
Fire and Rescue Authority Chairs and Chief Fire Officers. The Forum to be chaired by
an Elected Member.
Other people to attend meetings by invitation.
Scope
The Forum will operate informally with no decision-making powers and not covered by
statutory Access to Information provisions requiring meetings to be open to the press
and public. It is intended to:
•

Provide political input and overview of the programme for regional and subregional collaboration;

•

Keep under review opportunities to deliver greater efficiencies through closer
joint working, sharing of functions or collaboration at the regional or sub-regional
level;

•

Review the annual business plan for the programme of collaboration with a focus
on the return of investment and wider benefits;

•

Review progress on the programme of collaboration with a focus on benefits
realisation;

•

Provide political input, overview and contribution to a programme of peer reviews
and skills transfers between SW FRSs;

•

Facilitate the discussion of common issues between South West fire and rescue
authorities; and

•

Facilitate networking between South West Fire and Rescue Authority Chairmen.

The Executive Management Group will determine and exercise responsibility for the dayto-day management of regional and sub-regional collaboration.
Frequency of Meetings
Quarterly.

Appendix B

17 December 2010
Mike Pearson
Clerk to the Regional Management Board
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service
Service Headquarters
Clyst St George
Exeter
EX3 0NW

Dear Mike
DISSOLUTION OF SOUTH WEST REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BOARD
I am writing to confirm that, in accordance with Clause 14.2.1 of the Board’s
establishing Agreement made on 3 March 2004 (as amended on 1 April 2007), the
[name of Authority] hereby agrees to the termination of the said Agreement and thereby
to the dissolution of the South West Regional Management Board.
It is understood that Clause 14.2.1 requires all Member Authorities to agree to terminate
the Agreement and that the former Clerk to the Board will, as such, notify all Member
Authorities accordingly once all written agreements have been received.
Yours sincerely

Councillor Terry Walker
Chair of Avon Fire Authority

Avon Fire & Rescue Service is provided by Avon Fire Authority
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive Kevin Pearson MA MCGI MIFireE
Chair of Avon Fire Authority Councillor Terry Walker
Avon Fire & Rescue Service Headquarters, Temple Back, Bristol BS1 6EU
Telephone 0117 926 2061 Fax 0117 925 0980
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Treasurer to the Fire Authority
Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Capital Programme and Revenue Monitor 2010/11

SUMMARY
The report provides Members with the second assessment of the forecast outturn
position on the revenue and capital budgets and prudential indicators for 2010/11 and
provides an update on other financial issues.
Key points to note on budget monitoring are:








The revenue budget underspend is forecast to increase by £343k to £435k by the
end of the year.
The capital budget is currently forecast to be in line with the revised budget and
at this stage it is estimated that £1.2m of the programme will slip into 2011/12.
There is currently £141k of unallocated funding to meet future pressures.
The report comments on the key risks that could have a budgetary impact, and,
where appropriate, the steps that are being taken to mitigate them.
The current position with regard to efficiency targets.
That no breach of Prudential Indicators is anticipated.
That investment performance is in line with current strategy.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
Members are requested to:
1. Note the content of the report and the estimated movement in reserves.

1
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REVENUE BUDGET
Overall Position
Table 1 - Revenue Budget Forecast 2010/11
Revised
Budget
2010/11
£'000

Forecast
£'000

Variation
£'000

Variation
%

38,297

38,033

-264

-0.7%

Premises

2,130

2,113

-17

-0.8%

Transport

1,732

1,736

4

0.2%

Supplies and Services

5,155

5,057

-98

-1.9%

Other Costs

2,179

1,985

-194

-8.9%

Total Expenditure

49,493

48,924

-569

-1.1%

Income

-1,948

-1,814

134

-6.9%

Net Expenditure

47,545

47,110

-435

-0.9%

-459

-459

0

0.0%

0

435

435

0.0%

47,086

47,086

0

0.0%

Area
Employees

Transfer from Reserves
Transfer to Reserves
Net Expenditure

1. At this stage the 2010/11 revenue budget is forecast to underspend by £435k a
variance of 1% when compared to budget. This is an increase of £343k over the last
report. The primary reasons for this increase are as follows:



Staffing costs – the impact of the recruitment freeze introduced on certain posts
during the year.
Ill health retirement – No ill health retirements have occurred during the year so
far and no provision currently made in the monitor.
Capital financing charges – No long term borrowing has been undertaken so far
this year, this has reduced the level of interest payments.

2. The forecast anticipates that there will be no pay award to employees. The reduced
income relates to the RCC project and is offset by lower employee costs. The major
budgets and variances are shown in more detail in Appendix 1 to this report and
details of all significant variances from budget are set out in Appendix 2.
3. Details of anticipated movements on reserves are attached at Appendix 4.
Earmarked reserves at the start of the financial year were £3,200k and are currently
expected to be £3,176k at the 31 March 2011. At this moment in time and subject to
variances in expenditure in the remaining months it is proposed that the identified
underspend is transferred to an austerity reserve. This reserve would be use to
facilitate any changes needed to accommodate future grant reductions.
2
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Budget Adjustments
4. Details of all new significant virements, since the last report in September 2010
feature as part of this report, and are detailed in Appendix 5 attached. The key points
to note are:





Increase in communications costs of £167k to reflect new firelink charges.
Increase in grant of £142k reflect firelink funding.
Increase of £25k for USAR funding.
Reduction in the retention budget of £40k.
Increase of £70k in revenue contributions to capital expenditure to purchase
appliances which are at the end of the primary lease period. Funding has been
allocated from the budget for interest on capital financing.

Budget Issues and Risks
5. In line with the Authority’s approach to risk management, where possible budget
risks have been identified and assessed in terms of probability and impact. The main
risks are as follows:


Employee Costs – Overall employee costs have fallen from the last monitor.
They are lower than budgeted due mainly to a zero pay award for all staff groups
and a detailed scrutiny of all vacancies by the Senior Management Board. A pay
award of 1.25% or £300k was budgeted.
The last monitoring report also mentioned an anticipated charge for outstanding
class 1a national insurance contributions following a recent detailed audit by
HMRC. This has now been received and a charge of £4,500 is included in the
monitor.



Turnout and Attendance Fees - Members are aware that this is a volatile
budget and adverse weather conditions during the year can have a material
impact on expenditure. Activity has slightly increased over the past 3 months.
The current position suggests that the total retained budget will be over spent at
year end. Management action will be undertaken to bring the spending back into
line.



Pension Costs. Overall pension costs are due to underspend primarily due to
the zero pay award which has reduced employer contributions and no ill health
retirements. However Members will be aware future funding of pensions is
currently under review and any increase in employer contribution will have a
significant impact in the Authority’s costs.

3
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Ill Health Retirements – there have been no fire-fighter ill health retirements in
the current financial year. The number and types of ill health retirements will
impact on the final outturn on this budget and are under constant review. At this
stage it is unlikely that an ill health case would be processed by the end of March
2011. There are therefore no ill health costs forecast in the budget.



Legal Costs - demands on the budget for legal costs are always difficult to
predict and may give rise to unbudgeted pressures. The monitor contains £31k
for possible additional charges this year.



Fuel. The fuel budget is estimated to overspend by £20k due to continued high
fuel costs. Work is ongoing within the Carbon and Asset Management Plans to
identify ways to reduce fuel usage and a number of options identified are now
being progressed.



Vehicle Maintenance and Repairs. This budget is under continual pressure due
to increases in the vehicle fleet, cost of associated parts and ongoing workshop
maintenance and equipment replacement schedules. There is a highly variable
element of expenditure around accident and defect repairs. At this stage of the
year it appears that expenditure will now be slightly underspent.



Insurance – The final charges for 2010/11 have now been received. They
include Premises (£46.9k), employees (£305.0k), general insurances (£69.3k)
and fleet (£265.9k) which in total are £12k lower than budgeted.



Utilities and Business Rates. There is ongoing pressure with energy costs. The
latest review forecasts a slight estimated overspend of £2k although this will
largely depend on the severity of the weather over the winter months. A
considerable amount of work is ongoing in relation to carbon management and
energy conservation.



ICT / Communications –Expenditure is in line with the last financial monitor
although the budget has been increased to reflect firelink charges.



Borrowing Costs – Borrowing costs are forecast to be approximately £260k less
than budget. This is because capital works have been financed by internal cash
resources.

Treasury Management including Investment Income


The current interest rate paid by Bristol City Council on the Authority’s balances,
as part of the financial services contract, is 0.43% which is based on the Libid 7
day rate. In accordance with the Authority’s approved Treasury Management
Strategy, the sum of £2m was invested with Santander Bank on 1 November
2010 for a fixed period of two months at a rate of 0.93%. Due to the current low
short term interest rates balances have been primarily used to finance current
capital financing requirements. There is a risk that long term rates will increase
4
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when long term borrowing is due to be arranged but the position is being closely
monitored. During his announcement on the Comprehensive Spending Review
the Chancellor did unexpectedly increased all loan rates from the Public Works
and Loans Board by 1%.

Table 2 - 2010/11 Investment Summary

£'000

Average Daily Cash Balance

3,276

Interest Received

8

Rate of Return

0.43%

Average Libid 7 day rate - Target

0.43%

Variance %

0.00%

Variance £

0

Comment

To end of Oct

Reserves
6. Appendix 4 contains a summary of the anticipated movement in reserves at the end
of the financial year. The modelling of reserves will be further developed in line with
the 2011/12 budget process and MTFP. As already identified the anticipated
underspend of £435k has been earmarked for transfer to an austerity reserve.
Prudential Indicators 2010/11
7. Attached at Appendix 6 are the key Prudential Indicators for 2010/11 approved by
members at the February 2010 meeting. No loans have been undertaken so far this
year and there has been no breech of any of the borrowing limits. The forecast
Capital Financing Requirement is estimated to be £2,281k less than the revised limit
due to increased slippage in the capital programme.
The authority will continue to utilise existing balances to delay borrowing but it is
anticipated that it will be necessary to borrow towards the end of the current financial
year.
It should be noted that future reductions in Revenue Support Grant will have an
impact on the prudential indicators.
The Firefighters Pension Fund 2010/11
8. Attached at Appendix 7 is the budget for the Pension Fund Account for 2010/11.
There has been a change from the last monitor and a sizable underspend has been
projected at this stage of the year. This is primarily due to a less than anticipated
number of commutations.

5
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CAPITAL BUDGET
Overall Position
9. A capital programme of £4,236 (including slippage from 2009/10) was presented to
members on 24 September 2010. An additional revenue contribution of £70k has
been added in respect of appliances that are currently on an operating lease, which
is due to expire at the end of January 2011, giving a revised capital programme of
£4,306k for 2010/11. An amount of £4,165k has been allocated to specific schemes
leaving a balance of £141k still to be allocated.
Details of budget variations since the last report are shown in below:
Capital Programme Revisions

£,0000

£,0000
4,236

Capital Programme (adjusted for slippage)
Revisions
Premises
Brislington Improvements
USAR rig
USAR Nailsea
Kitchen refurbishment
Drainage survey
HQ redevelopment project
Health and Safety works
Operational Vehicles and Equipment
Appliances (ex lease)
CARP

15
11
15
-8
-10
5
-10

18

70
-13

57
-5

Unallocated

4,306

Revised Programme

The forecast expenditure is £3,056k leaving slippage of £1,246k to carry forward into
2010/11. A more detailed analysis is included in Appendix 4.
Table 3 - Capital Budget Forecast 2010/11

Area
Fleet
Premises
Operational Equipment
IT
Funds not allocated
Total Programme

Revised
Budget
2010/11
£'000
2,067
1,694
89
315
141

Forecast
Outturn
Including
Slippage
£'000
2,074
1,686
86
315
141

Projected
Variation
£'000
7
-8
-3
0
0

Slippage
£'000
615
468
22
0
141

4,306

4,302

-4

1,246

6
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Key Points
10. The key points to note are:

CARP – Training of operational crews is being finalised and it is anticipated that
the CARP at Bedminster will enter full service early in the new year.



B types Appliances –Two smaller type appliances have been delivered and
these are due to go into operation at Clevedon Fire Station where space is
restricted.



Appliances – As part of the appliance replacement programme three new
appliances are currently being built and are expected to be delivered by the end
of February 2011 and go into service by the end of April 2011.



Foam Plan – An evaluation of the Authority’s future requirements in light of the
recommendations from the report on the Buncefield disaster has now been
completed. The resulting solution requires a full tender process to be carried out
through the European Journal with contracts being awarded in the next financial
year.



Bedminster Fire Station - The first stage of works at Bedminster Fire Station to
accommodate the new CARP are complete. A revised bid for stage 2 is currently
being prepared and will commence subject to funding.



Patchway Community Safety Centre - Works have commenced on the new
Community Safety Centre at Patchway and these are anticipated to be
completed by the end of April 2011.



Brislington Hot Fire Training Facility – works on improving the BA training
facilities at Brislington are on hold pending a review of the future delivery of hot
fire training and the potential environmental issues surrounding the facility.



SHACS Training Facility and USAR training Rig – these works are being
carried out at the at Temple HQ site. The USAR rig is now complete and
currently being used whilst works on the SHACS rig is scheduled to be
completed by the end of December.



Access and Dignity works – A number of schemes are progressing well in line
with our 3 year programme.

7
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EFFICIENCY SAVINGS
11. The Authority is required to achieve £1.512m of efficiencies savings over the 3 year
period 2008/09 to 2010/11.The actual savings achieved in 2008/09 and 2009/10,
together with a forecast for 2010/11 are set out as follows:-

Table 4 Cumulative Annual Efficiency Savings

Community Safety Interventions
Resource Management associated with
CARPs and revised fire cover at Yate
Revised Training / Working routines
Abatement - reduced pension contributions
Better Procurement
Actuarial Review
Corporate Services
Energy Management
Fire Alarm Attendance Policy
Total

2008/9
Actual
£'000

Cashable Savings
2009/10
2010/11
Actual Estimated
£'000
£'000

Total
£'000

240

-25

0

215

439
32
0
59
89
31
0
130

20
118
259
108
0
0
100
108

191
20
95
34
0
11
20
0

650
170
354
201
89
42
120
238

1,020

688

371

2,079

12. Although subject to audit, the authority has achieved actual cumulative savings of
£1.708m over the two year period 2008/09 to 2009/10 which exceeds the target by
£196k. At this stage the Authority remains on target to achieve the 2010/11 cashable
savings.
OTHER SIGNIFICANT FINANCE ISSUES
13. Comprehensive Spending Review - On 20 October the Government announced
details of the CSR and the key messages are as follows:

Formula Grant - There will be a reduction in Formula Grant of 25% weighted, or
‘back loaded’ to the second half of the spending review period i.e. 2013/14 and
2014/15. In the first year, 2011/12, the grant reduction will be in single figures, in
percentage terms, across the Fire sector. However, there has been some
concern that funding may move from Combined Fire Authorities (CFAs) to
Metropolitan Authorities to reduce the impact of any grant reduction on the latter
group of FRAs as their grant gearing is much higher at around 70% as opposed
to CFAs at 40%. Additionally the Government has consulted on various
proposals to review the distribution methodology for formula grant. These
proposals could potentially have a significant impact and as yet it is unclear
whether the formula will reflect any of the proposed changes.



Specific Grants - It appears that specific grants covering activities such as New
Dimensions will continue to be ring-fenced but this has yet to be confirmed.
8
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Efficiency measures - Whilst the Government intends to make every effort to
target reductions on central government fire funding such as less inspection, it
will still be necessary for FRAs to make local decisions on reducing expenditure.
To this end the Government has identified seven areas where it believes
potential savings could be achieved. These are:- flexible staffing arrangements
- improved sickness management
- pay restraint and recruitment freezes
- shared services/back office functions
- improved procurement
- sharing chief officers and other senior staff
- voluntary amalgamations between Fire and Rescue Authorities.



Council tax - For those FRAs that work with Government to deliver a council tax
freeze in 2011/12 there will be eligibility to receive a grant equivalent to a 2.5%
increase in council tax, which will be paid in each of the four years of the
spending review period.



Borrowing - The Government is maintaining the flexibility of prudential borrowing
to enable investment in key local priorities, although it is now 25% more
expensive to borrow than it was prior to the CSR announcement.



Provisional Financial Settlement - Details of the Authority’s Provisional
Financial Settlement are due in the next few weeks and it is only then that the
actual level of grant for the Authority will become known. However, from the
information contained in the CSR, it is clear that the Authority will need to make
significant reductions in its budget over the medium term.

Implementation of International Financial Reporting Standards
14. The background to IFRS was provided to the Authority in December 2009 and
updates on progress have been reported to members on 26 March and 24
September 2010. Good progress in preparing for the challenges surrounding IFRS
continues to be made. To recap the Authority is required to prepare it’s 2010/11
Statement of Accounts on an IFRS basis and in order to provide the required
comparator information it is necessary to restate the 2009/10 Accounts. The audit of
the 2009/10 Statement of Accounts was finalised on 28 September 2010 and work
on restating these is continuing with a target date for completion of 31 December
2010.

9
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15. The Audit Commission issued it’s latest briefing on progress on the transition to
International Financial Reporting Standards on the 5 October 2010 and this can be
accessed on their website (www.audit-commission.gov.uk). Their recommendations
are that local authorities should take the appropriate actions to restate their 2009/10
balances on an IFRS basis by the end of December 2010, which is in line with the
target date that has been set.
IMPACT ASSESSMENT
16. There are no financial implications arising from this report that cannot be managed
within the overall budget.
CONCLUSION
17. Members are requested to:
a. Note the content of the report
IMPLICATIONS
21. The current and future forecasts set out above will need careful managing over the
medium term.
FINANCIAL
22. As set out in the report in detail.
LEGAL
23. The Authority must budget within its means.
DIVERSITY
24. The revenue and capital budget supports a range of Equalities work and initiatives.

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
25. There are many risks associated with budgets, resources and expenditures. These
are set out in the report.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY
26. The revenue and capital budget supports a range of environmental work and
initiatives
HEALTH & SAFETY
27. The revenue and capital budget supports a range of Health and Safety staff and
initiatives
10
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1:
Appendix 2:
Appendix 3:
Appendix 4:
Appendix 5:
Appendix 6:
Appendix 7:

Detailed Revenue Budget Forecast 2010/11
Details of significant Revenue Budget variances 2010/11
Detailed Capital Budget Forecast 2010/11
Details of Forecast movement on reserves 2010/11
Details of significant Revenue Budget Virements
Details of latest key Prudential Indicators
Forecast Fire Fighters Pension Fund Account 2010/11

List of background documents: Held within the Treasurer and Director of Finance and
Asset Management’s department
Report Contact(s): James Dack, Treasurer and Director of Finance and Asset
Management (Extension 235#)
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AVON FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY

Appendix 1

2010/11 Revenue Budget
EXPENDITURE CLASSIFICATION

September
Budget
£'000

Revised
Budget
£'000

Outturn
£'000

Variance

Variance

£'000

%

EMPLOYEE COSTS
Salaries, on-costs and allowances
Training Courses
Employee Insurance & other employee costs
Firefighter Pension costs
PREMISES COSTS
Repairs and maintenance
Business Rates
Utility Costs
Other Costs
TRANSPORT COSTS
Vehicle maintenance costs
Vehicle Insurance costs
Fuel costs
Travel allowances and expenses
SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
Equipment and supplies
Fees and Services
Communications and computing
Expenses and allowances
Operating Leases
Other supplies and services
OTHER COSTS
Capital financing costs
Revenue contributions to capital
Retention
INCOME
Grants and contributions
Investment income
Other income
TRANSFER TO/FROM RESERVES
Transfer to reserves
Transfer from reserves
NET BUDGET

32,138
400
444
5,290
38,272

32,138
425
444
5,290
38,297

31,904
426
425
5,278
38,033

-234
1
-19
-12
-264

-0.7%
0.2%
-4.5%
-0.2%
-0.7%

742
510
524
354
2,130

742
510
524
354
2,130

734
505
526
348
2,113

-8
-5
2
-6
-17

-1.1%
-1.0%
0.4%
-1.7%
-0.8%

743
266
333
390
1,732

743
266
333
390
1,732

724
260
353
399
1,736

-19
-6
20
9
4

-2.6%
-2.3%
5.7%
2.3%
0.2%

1,027
1,218
1,507
128
421
672
4,973

1,027
1,218
1,674
128
401
707
5,155

997
1,199
1,685
127
401
648
5,057

-30
-19
11
-1
0
-59
-98

-3.0%
-1.6%
0.7%
-0.8%
0.0%
-9.1%
-1.9%

1,682
340
197
2,219

1,612
410
157
2,179

1,418
410
157
1,985

-194
0
0
-194

-13.7%
0.0%
0.0%
-9.8%

-1,482
-12
-287
-1,781

-1,624
-12
-312
-1,948

-1,535
-9
-270
-1,814

89
3
42
134

-5.8%
-33.3%
-15.6%
-7.4%

0
-459
-459
47,086

0
-459
-459
47,086

435
-459
-24
47,086

435
0
435
0

0.0%
0.0%
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0.0%

Appendix 2
AVON FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
Significant Variances and Movements in the 2010/11 Revenue Budget
The underspend of £435k is made up of a variety of over and underspends the reasons
for the most significant variances and movements are commented on below:-

Budget Heading

Variances
£'000

Salaries and oncosts

-234

Transport Costs

-19

Supplies and Services

20
-28

Communications
Capital Financing Costs

-43
11
-194

Income

78

Comment

Impact of pay award and recruitment freeze
Management of vehicle maintenance
pressures
Increased fuel cost
Managed implementation of uniform and
PPE contract
Reduced Printing and marketing costs
WAN and call charge pressures
Delayed long term borrowing by utilisation
of existing balances
Impact of RCC income

13
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AVON FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY

Appendix 3

2010/11 Capital budget

EXPENDITURE CLASSIFICATION

Revised Forecast
Budget Outturn
£'000
£'000

PREMISES
Environmental works
Health and Safety works
Access and dignity works
Patchway Community Safety Centre
Brislington Improvements
Brislington BA training facility
Bedminster works - stage 1
Bedminster works - stage 2
USAR Nailsea
USAR training rig - Temple
SHACS - Temple
Fire alarm expansion
Kitchen refurbishments
Drainage survey
HQ redevelopment project
Upgrade of uniterruptable power supply
General Improvements

Variance
Year end

Slippage

Var

£'000

£

%

306
70
433
130
93
185
95
68
20
43
55
25
22
0
72
7
70

306
67
266
80
92
1
95
0
20
43
56
24
22
0
75
6
65

0
-3
-167
-50
-1
-184
0
-68
0
0
1
-1
0
0
3
-1
-5

0
0
167
50
0
184
0
68
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
-5%
0%
0%
-1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
-4%
2%
4%
-8%
-7%

1,694

1,218

-476

468

0%

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Hardware replacement programme
Workforce

215
100

215
100

0
0

0
0

0%
0%

Total Information and comms systems

315

315

0

0

0%

OPERATIONAL VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
Foam Plan - stage 1
Community Unit
Appliance Replacement Programme
CARP
Other vehicles
Operational equipment

350
125
1,015
302
275
89

0
0
1,019
302
138
64

-350
-125
4
0
-137
-25

350
125
0
0
140
22

0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
-3%

Total vehicles and operational equipment

2,156

1,523

-633

637

0%

UNALLOCATED

141

0

-141

141

0%

TOTAL CAPITAL

4,306

3,056

-1,250

1,246

0%

Funded from:- Approved Borrowing
- Revenue contributions
- Capital grants

2,922
410
974

1,672
410
974

-1,250
0
0

1,246
0
0

0%
0%
0%

TOTAL FUNDING

4,306

3,056

-1,250

1,246

0%

Total Premises
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AVON FIRE AND RESCUE AUTHORITY

Appendix 4

Reserves Analysis
Reserve

Opening
Balance 1
April 2010
£'000

Transfer Out Transfer In
£'000
£'000

Closing
Balance 31
March 2011
£'000

Earmarked Reserves
Medical intervention Reserve

20

-20

0

0

Rolling Budgets

30

-30

0

0

Station Smart

30

0

0

30

PPE / ICP Replacement Reserve

300

-139

0

161

Training Reserve

100

0

0

100

IS/IT Critical Works

200

0

0

200

RCC / Fire Link

650

-100

0

550

Premises / H&S Reserve critical works

200

0

0

200

Pension Reserve

850

-100

0

750

Legal Fees Reserve

50

0

0

50

USAR Reserve

8

0

0

8

Nova way Relocation Reserve

45

0

0

45

SWCDC Reserve

37

0

0

37

Invest to Save / New ways of working / IRMP

680

-70

0

610

Austerity Reserve

0

0

435

435

Total Earmarked Reserves

3,200

-459

435

3,176

Working Balance

1,500

0

0

1,500

Total Reserves

4,700

-459

435

4,676
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Appendix 5
Budget Adjustments

Budget Heading
Employee Costs
Supplies and Serrvices
Communication
Retention
Income

Budget
Variation
£'000
25
15
167
-40
-142
-25

Comment
USAR training - Allocation from retention
Various other additional pressures Allocation from retention
Additional cost re Radio licences
Allocation of retention
Additional grant re Radio licences
Additional Income
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Appendix 6
Prudential Indicators 2010/11
2009/10
Actual

Planned total capital expenditure
Less - Slippage

External Debt Outstanding as at 31 March
2010
Borrowing
Other long term liabilities
Total external debt
Deferred borrowing
Total external debt requirement
Capital Financing Requirement
CFR brought forward
Change during year
CFR at end of year
Financing costs as a % of Revenues
Revenues (£'000)
Financing costs (£'000)
Financing costs as a % of Revenues

Original
Estimate

2,511

2010/11
Forecast

3,842

4,302
-1,246
3,056

12,408
4,001
16,409
5,784
22,193

21,966

20,651
1,292 *
21,943

21,966 **
764 *
22,730

46,071
1,872
4.06%

47,086
1,878
3.99%

47,086
1,904
4.04%

775
362,245.78

871
365,969.46

756
365,969.46

£2.14

£2.38

£2.07

Operational Boundary for external debt

24,308

22,608

25,072

Authorised Limit for external debt

25,308

23,608

26,072

Net external borrowing
Supported borrowing
Unsupported borrowing
Cash balances
Net external borrowing

6,621
5,787
(166)
12,242

9,565
11,036
(7,108)
13,493

6,281
5,387
(196)
11,472

Impact on Council Tax Levels of
unsupported capital expenditure
Revenue costs (£'000)
Tax base
Impact on Council Tax Levels of unsupported
capital expenditure

* Includes slippage from 2009/10
** Adjusted to include effect of PFI arrangement
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Appendix 7

2010/11 Fire Fighters Pension Fund

Pensions Outgoings:
Pension payments
Commutations
Transfers to other schemes
Total Expenditure
Pension Income
Employee Contributions
Employer Contributions
In year ill health income
Transfer in from other schemes
Government Grant
Total Income
Net Fund Expenditure

Revised
Budget
£'000

October
£'000

Forecast
£'000

Variance
£'000

9,162
3,025
100
12,287

5,173
656
0
5,829

8,883
1,648
0
10,531

-3.0%
-45.5%
-100.0%
-14.3%

-2,153
-4,036
-100
-100
-5,898
-12,287
0

-1,286
-2,394
0
-170
-5,031
-8,881
-3,052

-2,196
-4,086
-19
-202
-4,028
-10,531
0

2.0%
1.2%
-81.0%
102.0%
-31.7%
-14.3%
0.0%
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Performance and Risk Management Update

SUMMARY
The intention of this report is to provide Elected Members with a regular update on work
being undertaken in the following areas:•
•
•
•

The activity of the Performance and Risk Management Forum.
The Performance Scorecard
The Corporate Plan
Community Risk Management (Integrated Risk Management - IRMP)

Members involved in the forum are actively encouraged to scrutinise performance and
engage with Officers. The intended outcome from this report is to ensure continuous
improvement and risk mitigation is evidenced in all areas of Service activity.
It is envisaged that the Fire Authority will receive a regular summary of activities in these
important areas and in the case of Integrated Risk Management Planning will receive
more detailed reports as and when required.
Elected members who are not members of the Forum are invited to submit questions or
challenges directly to the Forum.
RECOMMENDATION
•
•

That Members note the contents of this report.
That Members support the concept of producing a three year Corporate Plan, but
with a programmed annual review. (See 4.3)

CONTENTS
This report primarily focuses on:
•

The work of the Performance Management and Risk Management Forum

BACKGROUND
The work of the Performance Management and Risk Management Forum
The Performance Management Forum met on 13th October and focused on the
performance score card. In particular the forum focused on the current strategies to
reduce the number of calls to automatic fire alarms (AFA’s) and accidental dwelling fires.

1
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Members also discussed the targeting of Home Fire Safety Visits (HFSV) to ‘at risk’
groups and how these groups are harder to reach and sometimes require additional
input from those delivering the safety visit. This would be taken into account when
targets are set.
The forum also received presentation from the Unitary Group Manager of Bath and
North East Somerset. This focused on the specific community and operational risks in
that area and how work is planned to ensure that these risks are lowered and mitigated.
It was noted that whilst the statistical evidence of performance improvement is
scrutinised through the performance scorecard, the presentations provide an opportunity
to understand the level of complexity within each Unitary Authority and to see where
AF&RS is making a difference. Members can also ask questions on specific issues or
raise specific concerns directly with the Officers involved.
Summary of the Performance Scorecard October 2010 (Attached)
Fires
Accidental dwelling fires continue to be on target. Deliberate vehicle fires continue with
their excellent reduction of 31% less than last year. October proved to be a good month
for deliberate secondary fires, but is just off target year to date (-12% compared to last
year against a 15% reduction target).
Alarms
The number of calls that were False Alarm Malicious (FAM) is 19% down on last year.
Attendance at AFA’s remains off target its is 3% up on last year.
Deaths, injuries and escapes
Unfortunately a fire death occurred in October taking the number to six for the year so
far. 34 Injuries have occurred in primary fires so far this year, a reduction of 23% on last
year.
Response
All indicators are on target apart from the special pre determined attendance (PDA),
category 1 (high population density). This is off target, but actually equates to only
seven of the 70 incidents.
Community Fire Safety
The completion of HFSV’s remains good and the target has been exceeded by 250 visits
or 3%.
Resources and Value for Money
The performance of the IT helpdesk and payment of invoices both remain on track.
People
Both operational and all staff sickness is on target. 100% of return to work interviews
where completed in October.

2
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The Corporate Plan – Update
Members will recall that the Corporate Plan was issued in April 2008 and expires on 31st
March 2011. This plan provides details of the key strategic objectives for the three year
period.
Officers from the Improvement Co-ordination Unit (ICU) are in the process of collecting
the necessary information to formulate a plan for the period April 2011-2013. This will
include the outcomes from the Comprehensive Spending Review, but it is recommended
that the Plan is subject to annual review as the impact of the CSR becomes more
apparent over the three year period.
IRMP
The new structure and risk based approach for our next IRMP was agreed at the Fire
Authority meeting in May 2009. Since then, the officer assigned to developing the IRMP
produced an initial draft. That officer retired from the service and there has been a delay
in progress until the temporary appointment of GM Rich Davis to the role from 1 August
2010.
The draft IRMP is currently being revised, shaped and developed further to reflect recent
consequential changes from the change to Government and updating our performance
data.
Similar to previous years, attached to the IRMP main document will be an improvement
action plan detailing the areas in which the service intends to make improvements. This
improvement action plan is currently in its infancy and, in any case, cannot be finalised
until the full implications of the comprehensive spending review and the strategic review
of the fire service are known. More direction will be sought from the Fire Authority and
SMB when things become clearer.
It is proposed that the improvement action plan will be forecast over 3-4 years, but
reviewed every year to reflect the dynamic political and economic environment and any
changes to our risk profile.

IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
It is recognised that effective Performance and Risk Management are key to achieving
all the objectives and targets of the organisation. In particular:
•

Avon Fire and Rescue Service - Corporate Plan, 2008 – 2011

•

Avon Fire and Rescue Service – IRMP, 2008 - 2011

•

The Fire Service National Framework, 2008 – 2011

•

Avon Fire and Rescue Services Corporate Risk Register

•

AF&RS Health and Safety Strategy.
3
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
It is acknowledged that proficient, robust and effective performance and risk
management will result in economic efficiencies and evidence that the Service is
providing its communities with good value for money services.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Mitigation under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and other employment and
equalities related legislation.

DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Equality impact assessments are carried out in all aspects of the Service. These are
monitored and reviewed as part of the performance management framework. We have a
number of Local Performance Indicators that we monitor to measure our progress in
equality and diversity:
•
•
•
•
•

E&D1, progress in the Fire and Rescue Service Equality Framework,
E&D2, the duty to promote equality
16a i&ii, The percentage of staff with a disability
HR2 recruitment of BME staff
HR3 recruitment of female operational staff

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Providing evidence of outcomes in this area is a key control measure in reducing the
Corporate Risks for the Authority.

ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
It should be noted that the Performance and Risk Management Forum has agreed to
monitor progress against targets and objectives in this area.
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
Targets and objectives are set to contribute to making improvement in this area.
Progress and improvement is monitored closely at the Performance and Risk
Management Forum.
•

National Indicators - 206i, Number of deliberate primary fires (Arson), 206ii,
Number of deliberate primary vehicle fires, 206iii, deliberate secondary fires,
206iv, deliberate secondary vehicle Fires, 146i and 146ii, calls to malicious fire
alarms

•

Local Performance Indicators - Total number of malicious fire alarms, number of
education visits undertaken, Number of on and off station community events

4
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attended to deliver fire safety messages, number of groups visiting community
safety centers.
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
Whilst progress in this area is monitored by Members of the Health and Safety Forum,
Performance and Risk Management contribute to progress and ‘risk mitigation’ in this
priority area

List of background documents:
Corporate Plan (2008-2011) AF&RS Health and Safety Strategy.
Report Contact(s): Lorraine Houghton, Director of Service Improvement, Ext 231.

5
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Appendix 1

Table 1, below, shows the position of all of the risks on the Register in relation to each
other and ranks them in order of risk score and risk band (high/medium/low).
Risk
Ref

Risk Title

CR6
RCC Project
CR20
Health, Safety & Welfare
CR23
Operational Preparedness
CR3
Demographics/Population/Ethnic Profile
CR21
Reduction in Financial Resources/Fraud
CR22
Operational Competence
CR24
Headquarters Redevelopment Project
CR1
Corporate Performance Results
CR2
Corporate Disruption including Spate Conditions
CR4
IRMP
CR10
Partnerships
CR16
Equalities & Diversity (Internal)
CR19
Staff Unrest
CR5
Community Engagement
CR9
Audit Activity & Evaluation of Outcomes
CR14
Environmental Strategy
CR15
Attendance Management
CR8
Corporate Information (As defined by Audit)
CR13
ICT Strategy
CR7
National Framework
Table 1 – Extract from Corporate Risks Register V2.00 Risk Rankings

Residual
Risk
Score
20
20
20
12
12
12
12
9
9
9
9
9
8
6
6
6
6
4
4
2

Risk Band
High Risk
High Risk
High Risk
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low Risk
Low Risk
Low Risk

Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
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Scorecard 2010-11: YTD October 2010
Measure

Annual Target 2010/11

YTD 2009/10 YTD Target

Amber
Target

% change

YTD Actual

Progress compared to
last year

Benchmarking Data
(April - June 2010)
Average

Avon Actual

Fires
LPI142iii*

No. of calls to accidental fires in dwellings attended

-5%

640

382

373

383

331

-13%

3.1

3.7

LPI206i*

No. of deliberate primary fires (excluding deliberate primary fires in vehicles)

-5%

317

266

185

201

216

-19%

1.0

0.8

LPI206 Veh*

No. of deliberate fires in vehicles

-15%

613

427

358

359

293

-31%

1.0

1.1

LPI206iii*

No. of deliberate secondary fires (excl. deliberate secondary fires in vehicles)

-5%

1452

1300

1105

1203

1139

-12%

9.1

5.3

LPI207*

No. of fires in non-domestic premises

-5%

290

174

169

174

LPI NFF

% of accidental fires in dwellings where no firefighting action

188

8%

2.3

2.2

35.3%

n/a

n/a

n/a

200

191

-19%

n/a

n/a

tbc

13%

n/a

n/a

n/a

1271

1478

3%

16.5

17.5

35%

36.4%

n/a

35.0%

39.0%

39

34

Monitor only - last year 38%

Alarms
LPI FAMs*

Total No. of malicious false alarms

LPI FAMs %

% of calls to malicious false alarms not attended

LPI 149i*

No. alarms caused by automatic fire detection attended (Non Domestic Properties)

LPI 209iii*

% of fires attended in dwellings where no smoke alarm was fitted

-5%

324

235

189

tbc
-20%

1937

1436

1130

31.3%

Deaths, Injuries & Escapes
NI 49ii*

No. of deaths arising from primary fires

9

NI 49iii*

No. of injuries arising from primary fires

67

3
44

39

6

n/a

n/a

0.18

0.2

-23%

1.62

0.7

LPI 143i

No. of deaths in accidental dwelling fires

Monitor only - last year 6, YTD 2

4

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

LPI 143ii

No. of injuries in accidental dwelling fires

Monitor only - last year 47, YTD 34

20

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Monitor

% of people in ADFs escaping unharmed without FRA assistance at the fire

Monitor only - last year 93.7%

96.8%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

NI 47

People killed or seriously injured in RTCs

LAP target - monitor only ***

not available

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

NI 48

Children killed or seriously injured in RTCs

LAP target - monitor only ***

not available

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Response
LPI R1

FDR1 (excl. vehicles) Risk Category 1: - 2 appliances** + 9 FF's within 8 mins.

85%

83%

LPI R2

FDR1 (excl. vehicles) Risk Category 2: - 2 appliances** + 9 FF's within 10 mins.

90%

88%

98% (42/43)

LPI R3

FDR1 (excl. vehicles) Risk Category 3: - 2 appliances** + 9 FF's within 20 mins.

95%

93%

98% (78/80)
90% (63/70)

88% (349/396)

LPI R4

FDR1 Special PDA (excl. vehicles) Risk Cat. 1: - 3 apps.** + 13 FF's within 13 mins.

95%

93%

LPI R5

FDR1 Special PDA (excl. vehicles) Risk Cat. 2: - 3 apps.** + 13 FF's within 15 mins.

95%

93%

100% (2/2)

LPI R6

FDR1 Special PDA (excl. vehicles) Risk Cat. 3: - 3 apps.** + 13 FF's within 20 mins.

95%

93%

100% (10/10)

LPI R7

FDR1 Vehicle & FDR3: - 1 app. or officer within 15 mins.

90%

88%

97% (1827/1880)

LPI R8

Special Service Calls: - 1 app. or officer within 15 mins.

95%

93%

97% (1470/1521)

LPI R9

Calls for assistance to Service Control answered within seven seconds

94%

92%

98%

Performace Improvement Unit

Produced: 18/11/2010

Scorecard 2010-11: YTD October 2010
Measure

YTD 2009/10 YTD Target

Annual Target 2010/11

Amber
Target

% change

YTD Actual

Progress compared to
last year

Benchmarking Data
(April - June 2010)
Average

Avon Actual

n/a

n/a

Community Fire Safety Activity
Monitor

No. of school visits conducted by station personnel

Monitor Only

300

Monitor

No. of off-station community events attended to deliver fire safety message

Monitor Only

529

Monitor

No. of on-station community events

Monitor Only

349

Monitor

No. of groups visiting Community Safety Centres

LPI CFS1

No. of HFSVs completed by Operational crews

14128

8278

7450

8058

LPI CFS1

No. of HFSVs completed by Fitters

2300

1342

1208

1813

LPI CFS1

No. of HFSVs completed by Other Agencies

238

139

125

246

Monitor Only

n/a
n/a

2484

Total HFSVs
n/a

n/a

% dwellings visited
n/a

n/a

n/a

Resources and Value for Money
LPI 8

% of undisputed invoices which were paid in 30 days

95.0%

93.0%

97.2%

n/a

not available

LPI IT1

% on inscope calls to IT helpdesk resolved within 1 day

95.0%

93.0%

96.0%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.33

1.50

n/a

1.47

1.60

Resources and Value for Money - quarterly
60%

LPI ET1

% of waste recycled

60%

55%

55%

LPI ET2

Energy consumption in kWh (electricity, gas and heating oil)

-5%

7,180,135

2,617,108

2,486,253

2,538,595

2432855

NI185/LPI ET3

Carbon emissions

-10%

3569

1540

1463

1509

1375

LPI ET4

Water consumption (metered supply only)

-5%

13954

7907

7512

7670

7614
43

Health and Safety - quarterly
LPI HS1

Work related injuries

-5%

106

64

53

60

LPI HS2

Work related illness

-5%

12

0

6

7

2

LPI HS3

Manual handling injuries

-7.5%

32

14

16

18

12

LPI HS4

Work related driving incidents

-5%

65

72

33

38

76

People - Reported Monthly
LPI 12i

Working days/shifts lost to sickness wholetime uniformed staff

7.50

4.43

4.65

3.56

LPI 12ii

Working days/shifts lost to sickness all staff

7.50

4.35

4.57

4.33

LPI HR4

% of RTW interviews completed within 15 days

80%

94%

90%

n/a

People - Reported Quarterly
LPI 16ai

No. of wholetime and retained duty system employees with a disability

9 or more people

LPI 16aii

No. of control and non-uniformed employees with a disability

4 or more people

7

LPI HR1

Progression & retention of staff - to achieve parity (ethnicity and gender) by 2013

tbc

Not available

LPI HR2

Recruitment of BME staff - to reflect local working population by 2013

8%

9.1%

LPI HR3

Recruitment of Female operational staff - 15% of recruits to be female

15.5%

16.7%

Achieving

Achieving

Monitor

Annual

10
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

People - Equality and diversity
LPI E&D1

Equality Framework for Local Government (EFLG)

LPI E&D2
The duty to promote equality
* indicative only as 2 IRS records incomplete
** includes both pumping and aerial appliances
*** compares an average for last three years against an average for proceeding three years. Data reported by each UA has been amalgamated

n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a

Annual Target 09/10 = target set this year in % and/or number YTD Target = target figure for this year up to end of reporting month
Benchmarking data compares AF&RS's performance against 20 other FRSs with whom we share data
YTD Actual = actual progress to end of reporting month, formatted green if meeting YTD target, red if not
Progress Column (Compared to Last Month): Green Arrow = Getting Better, Red Arrow = Getting Worse, Yellow Arrow = No Change

Performace Improvement Unit

Produced: 18/11/2010
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY
MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Annual Audit Letter 2009/10

SUMMARY
The Annual Audit Letter provides an overall summary of the Audit Commission's
assessment of the Authority. It draws on the findings and conclusions of the Authority's
financial and annual governance statements, and the Use of Resources assessment
carried out in 2009/10.
RECOMMENDATION
That Members note the judgments made of the Authority and the narrative that supports
the judgement (Page 2).
CONTENTS
The report primarily focuses on:
•
•
•

Financial statements and annual governance statement
Value for Money conclusion
Current and future challenges

BACKGROUND
The Audit Commission's overall judgement is that Avon Fire Authority’s 2009/10 financial
statements provide a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 March 2010.
The audit identified two material errors in the financial statements; however these were
purely accounting adjustments and had no impact on council tax or the reserves of the
Authority.
The Audit Commission did not identify any significant weaknesses in the Authority’s
internal control arrangements, and has stated that the Authority has adequate
arrangements in place to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources.
IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
It is recognised that effective performance management of audit recommendations are
key to achieving the objectives and targets of the organisation. In particular:
•

Avon Fire and Rescue Service - Corporate Plan 2008 - 2011
1
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•

The Fire Service National Framework 2008 – 2011

•

The Fire and Rescue Service Equality and Diversity Strategy 2008 - 2018

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The audit fee for 2009/10 was originally £71,675; however as a result of additional audit
work undertaken during the year, the Audit Commission has charged additional fees
totaling £9,760 (see appendix 1 on page 12)
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Equality impact assessments are carried out in all aspects of the Service. These are
monitored and reviewed by the Service Management Team on a quarterly basis.

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
The Corporate Risk Register is monitored and reviewed by the SMT on a quarterly
basis. Providing evidence of outcomes in audit activity is a key control measure in
reducing the risk for the Authority.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
None
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
List of background documents:
Corporate Plan (2008-2011), F&RS National Framework (2008-2011), F&RS Equality
and Diversity Strategy (2008-2018)
Report Contact(s): Lorraine Houghton, Director of Service Improvement, Ext 231.
Jane Williams-Lock, ICU Manager, Ext 210
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Annual Audit
Letter
Avon Fire Authority
Audit 2009/10

The Audit Commission is an independent watchdog,
driving economy, efficiency and effectiveness in local
public services to deliver better outcomes for everyone.

Our work across local government, health, housing,
community safety and fire and rescue services means
that we have a unique perspective. We promote value for
money for taxpayers, auditing the £200 billion spent by
11,000 local public bodies.

As a force for improvement, we work in partnership
to assess local public services and make practical
recommendations for promoting a better quality of life
for local people.
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Key messages

This report summarises my findings from the 2009/10
audit. My audit comprises two elements:


the audit of Avon Fire Authority's ('the Authority')
financial statements (page 4); and



my assessment of your arrangements to achieve
value for money in your use of resources
(pages 5 to 8).

Audit opinion and financial statements
1 I issued an unqualified 'true and fair' opinion on the Authority's 2009/10
financial statements on 28 September 2010.

My audit identified two material errors in the financial statements (my
materiality level is £888,000). These errors were purely accounting
adjustments and had no impact on council tax or the reserves of the
Authority.
2

3 I did not identify any significant weaknesses in the Authority's internal
control arrangements.

Value for money
I issued an unqualified value for money conclusion for the financial year
2009/10, stating that the Authority had adequate arrangements to secure
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
4

Audit fees
My indicative audit fee for 2009/10 was £71,675. As a result of
additional audit work undertaken to address risks identified during the year I
charged additional fees totalling £9,760 (see Appendix 1).
5

Current and future challenges
6

■

■

The Authority faces some major challenges which include:
responding to the outcome of the 'Fire Futures Review' which is looking
at the future of the fire service and the extent of government's
involvement in it;
assessing the impact of the government's spending review which will be
announced on 20 October 2010 and will require substantial financial
savings to be made across the public sector; and
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■

the implementation of International Financial Reporting Standards in
2010/11.

Independence
7 I can confirm that the audit has been carried out in accordance with the
Audit Commission’s policies on integrity, objectivity and independence.
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Financial statements and annual governance
statement

The Authority's financial statements and annual
governance statement are an important means by
which the Authority accounts for its stewardship of
public funds.
Overall conclusion from the audit
I issued an unqualified audit opinion on the Authority's financial
statements for the financial year 2009/10 on 28 September 2010, ahead of
the statutory deadline. In my opinion the 2009/10 financial statements give a
true and fair view of the financial position of the Authority as at
31 March 2010 and its income and expenditure for the 2009/10 year.
8

Detailed findings
Before giving my opinion, I issued a report, the Annual Governance
Report, to the Authority with my detailed findings. The main findings in my
report were:
■ the draft financial statements were submitted on time by the Authority,
and
■ I identified two material errors and a number of more minor errors in the
financial statements (my materiality level is £888,000). The majority of
errors identified were as a result of the new requirement to bring the
Joint Training Centre Private Finance Initiative (PFI) on balance sheet in
2009/10. All significant errors were amended for in the final audited
version of the financial statements. These errors were purely accounting
adjustments and had no impact on council tax or the reserves of the
Authority.
9

Significant weaknesses in internal control
10 I did not identify any significant weaknesses in your internal control

arrangements.

Economic downturn
11 I have considered the effect of the economic downturn on the Authority

and in relation to matters covered by my audit of the financial statements.
The main effect so far has been a fall in the value of the Authority's land and
buildings. The decline observed is similar to reductions in values seen in
other public bodies and does not present a financial risk to the Authority.
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Value for money

I considered whether the Authority is managing and
using its money, time and people to deliver value for
money.
I assessed your performance against the criteria
specified by the Audit Commission and have reported
the outcome as the value for money (VFM) conclusion.
2009/10 use of resources assessments
12 At the end of May 2010, the Commission wrote to all chief fire officers to

inform them that following the government's announcement, work on CAA
would cease with immediate effect and the Commission would no longer
issue scores for its use of resources assessments.
13 However, I am still required by the Code of Audit Practice to issue a

value for money conclusion. I have therefore used the results of the work
completed on the use of resources assessment up to the end of May to
inform my 2009/10 conclusion.
14 I report the significant findings from the work I have carried out to
support the VFM conclusion.

VFM conclusion
15 I assessed your arrangements to achieve economy, efficiency and

effectiveness in your use of money, time and people against criteria
specified by the Audit Commission. The Audit Commission specifies each
year, which Key Lines of Enquiry (KLOE) are the relevant criteria for the
VFM conclusion at each type of audited body.
16 Table 1 shows a summary of my findings for 2009/10.
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Table 1:

VFM conclusion criteria

Criteria

Adequate
arrangements?

Managing finances
Planning for financial health

Yes

Understanding costs and achieving efficiencies

Yes

Financial reporting

Yes

Governing the business
Commissioning and procurement

Yes

Use of information

Yes

Good governance

Yes

Risk management and internal control

Yes

Managing resources
Natural resources

Yes

17 I issued an unqualified conclusion stating that the Authority had

satisfactory arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness
in its use of resources.
18 In 2008/09 I assessed the Authority as performing well. My assessment

in 2009/10 confirms that arrangements continue to work well.
19 To inform my assessment of managing resources I reviewed, for the

first time in 2009/10, the arrangements in place for making effective use of
natural resources. I concluded that the Authority has good arrangements in
place with clear policies and procedures that enable the Authority to
understand its use of resources and manage environmental performance.
Data quality
20 In 2009/10 the Audit Commission specified data quality spot checks at

Fire and Rescue Authorities of two national indicators and one or two
selected local indicators based on local knowledge and risk. This work is
used to inform the value for money conclusion.
21 I concluded that overall the Authority has appropriate arrangements in

place to produce data that is fit for purpose.
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Approach to local value for money work from 2010/11
22 Given the scale of pressures facing public bodies in the current

economic climate, the Audit Commission has been reviewing its work
programme for 2010/11 onwards. This review has included discussions with
key stakeholders of possible options for a new approach to local value for
money (VFM) audit work. The Commission aims to introduce a new, more
targeted and better value approach to our local VFM audit work.
23 My work will be based on a reduced number of reporting criteria,

specified by the Commission, concentrating on:
■ securing financial resilience; and
■ prioritising resources within tighter budgets.
24 I will determine a local programme of VFM audit work based on my

audit risk assessment, informed by these criteria and my statutory
responsibilities. I will no longer be required to provide an annual scored
judgement relating to my local VFM audit work. Instead I will report the
results of all my local VFM audit work and the key messages for the
Authority in my annual report to those charged with governance and in my
annual audit letter.

Business continuity management
25 The Audit Commission was asked by the Department for Communities
and Local Government (CLG) to undertake work to assess how fire and
rescue authorities in England meet the requirements for business continuity
management, i.e. how well fire and rescue services are able to deal with
periods of disruption to their normal business.
26 The work took the form of a survey and began in April 2010, followed up

by some further targeted work from May to July to verify information. The
final report was published in September 2010.
27 Key findings were:

■
■
■

■

fire and rescue services plan well for short-term loss of staff, but longer
disruptions may pose a greater risk to public safety;
fire and rescue services are becoming more resilient;
all fire and rescue services have satisfactory business continuity plans
in place. Some services are good at business continuity management
and can ensure their services can continue when disrupted; and
some fire and rescue services could further improve arrangements by,
for example, greater engagement with the community and partners,
testing plans and improving the resilience of control rooms to deal with
emergencies.
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28 Specifically, for Avon Fire Authority, the report comments that the fire
and rescue service has satisfactory plans and arrangements with good
communications in place. However, the service could further improve:
■ learning from other fire and rescue services and from other
organisations outside the service; and
■ capacity to ensure specialist staff are available during period of
disruption.
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Current and future challenges

The Authority is facing some major challenges. These
include the 'Fire Futures Review', the government's
spending review and the implementation of
International Financial Reporting Standards.
29 The fire sector faces an emerging set of challenges - economic, social

and physical - over the short, medium and long term. It must proactively
change to meet these challenges to maintain its effectiveness in serving
communities and to represent value for money to the wider public purse.
Along with this is an expectation from government that the service reflect
localism, decentralisation, transparency, accountability and the big society
in what they do.

Fire Futures Review
The Minister for the Fire and Rescue Service (FRS) announced at the
Fire Conference on 29 June 2010 his plan to conduct a strategic review of
the future of the Service and the future extent of government involvement in
it. The strategic review, entitled the 'Fire Futures Review', is expected to
report by the end of the autumn of 2010.
30

31 Key work streams identified are:

■
■
■
■

localism and accountability;
role of FRS/delivery models;
national interests; and
efficiency, effectiveness and productivity.

32 The Authority's Chief Fire Officer and Chair have been asked to take

part in two of the key work streams.
33 The outcome of this review is likely to have a significant impact on the

Authority and it is essential that the Authority is able to respond to the
challenges. To do this it will need to consider the following issues.
■ Is there sufficient management capacity to influence and respond to the
changes proposed?
■ How will the Authority ensure it preserves proper standards of
governance as changes are introduced?
■ How will the Authority ensure the robustness of spending/efficiency
plans?
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Spending review
34 The new coalition government will announce details of its spending

plans for the next few years on 20 October 2010. It will require public sector
organisations across the country to make substantial financial savings.
The Authority has a good track record of achieving its efficiency saving
targets and its medium term financial strategy considers potential cuts and
future spending pressures. However, it will need to ensure the resilience
and robustness of these plans going forward to meet the challenges ahead.
35

36 Besides the spending review the government is also currently

consulting on proposals to review the formula used for distributing
government funding. The Authority is considering the various options
proposed and at the time of writing are drafting their response to the
proposals.

International Financial Reporting Standards
37 International financial reporting standards (IFRS) provide global

common accounting and reporting standards. They have already been
implemented by the private sector and the NHS.
38 The Authority is required to prepare financial statements based on IFRS

for 2010/11. The transition to IFRS is challenging. The financial impact will
vary widely from one body to another but the broader implications are wide
reaching. IFRS is not just a technical accounting issue for the finance team
as there are wider process and systems changes to consider across the
organisation. Significant preparatory work is essential.
39 On 5 October 2010 the Commission published its latest briefing paper

on IFRS in local government. This briefing paper is based on the findings
from an auditor survey on the implementation of IFRS in local government,
undertaken in July 2010.
40 One of the Commission’s key messages is that engagement between

audited bodies and auditors on IFRS implementation is essential. I will
continue to discuss with the Authority emerging issues and preparatory work
for the transition.
41 The Authority has recognised the challenges posed by IFRS. Members

have been kept informed of the key changes following the introduction of
IFRS. Key staff have also attended training courses. A project plan has
been drawn up and the Authority is on track to meet key milestones.
42 The immediate challenges for the Authority are to:

■
■

restate the 2009/10 financial statements by the end of December 2010;
and
to ensure arrangements are in place to produce 2010/11 skeleton
accounts including disclosures.
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Closing remarks

43 I have discussed and agreed this letter with the Chief Fire Officer and

the Treasurer/Director of Finance. I will present this letter at the Special
Purposes Committee in December 2010 and will provide copies to all
Authority members.
44 Full detailed findings, conclusions and recommendations in the areas

covered by our audit were included in the reports I issued to the Authority
during the year.

Report

Date issued

Audit Planning Letter

April 2009

Opinion Audit Plan

March 2010

Interim Audit Report

August 2010

Annual Governance Report

September 2010

Opinion on the financial statements

September 2010

Annual Audit Letter

November 2010

45 The Authority has taken a positive and helpful approach to our audit. I

wish to thank the staff for their support and cooperation during the audit.

Peter Barber
Appointed Auditor
November 2010
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Appendix 1 Audit fees

Actual

Proposed

Variance

Planning and reporting

£14,827 £14,827

-

Financial statements and annual
governance statement

£30,497 £30,497

-

Value for money

£25,357 £25,357

-

Whole of Government Accounts

£1,000

-

Total core audit fee

£71,675 £71,675

£1,000

-

Additional audit work
■ PFI review*

£8,500

-

£8,500

■ Fixed asset system review**

£1,260

-

£1,260

Total additional audit fee

£9,760

-

£9,760

Total audit fee

£81,435 £71,675

£9,760

* Since issuing my indicative audit fee it was announced that, as a result of
the staged implementation of IFRS, authorities should apply the
requirements of IFRIC12 - Service Concession Arrangements in 2009/10.
For Avon Fire Authority this meant accounting for the Joint Fire Training
Centre PFI on balance sheet. As no allowance for auditing the resulting PFI
disclosures in the financial statements was made in my indicative audit fee I
have charged an additional fee for this work.
** The Authority introduced a new fixed asset register during the year to
produce the fixed asset disclosures in the 2009/10 financial statements. I
am required to gain an understanding of systems that produce material
figures in the financial statements. As no allowance was made in my
indicative audit fee for the documentation and testing of new systems
introduced by the Authority I have charged additional fee for this work.
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Appendix 2 Glossary

Annual governance statement
Governance is about how local government bodies ensure that they are
doing the right things, in the right way, for the right people, in a timely,
inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner.
It comprises the systems and processes, cultures and values, by which local
government bodies are directed and controlled and through which they
account to, engage with and where suitable, lead their communities.
The annual governance statement is a public report by the Authority on the
extent to which it complies with its own local governance code, including
how it has monitored the effectiveness of its governance arrangements in
the year, and on any planned changes in the coming period.
Audit opinion
On completion of the audit of the accounts, auditors must give their opinion
on the financial statements, including:
■ whether they give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
audited body and its spending and income for the year in question; and
■ whether they have been prepared properly, following the relevant
accounting rules.
Financial statements
The annual accounts and accompanying notes.
Qualified
The auditor has some reservations or concerns.
Unqualified
The auditor does not have any reservations.
Value for money conclusion
The auditor’s conclusion on whether the audited body has put in place
proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
its use of money, people and time.
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Risk planning (including civil contingencies) update

SUMMARY
A paper to update Members on current developments and initiatives taking place in
relation to risk planning and civil contingencies.
RECOMMENDATION(S)
That Members:
a) note the content of this report
b) receive further progress reports on the issues identified in due course; and
c) endorse and support the work being developed in the risk planning arena within
Avon Fire & Rescue Service.

CONTENTS
BACKGROUND
Members will be aware that the Fire Authority has specific responsibilities for resilience
under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 and also as a Category 1 responder under
the Civil Contingencies Act 2004. This report provides an update on the work of the Risk
Planning Unit to ensure that the statutory expectations placed on the Authority are met
and delivered, and focuses on the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

the Fire and Rescue National Framework 2008/11;
FiRe Alert! notices and standard operating procedures;
Oldbury Power Station – Ex. THORNBURY (08 Sep 10);
RADSAFE – Ex. BEDMINSTER (03 Nov 10); and
multi-agency partnerships and training.
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FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE NATIONAL FRAMEWORK 2008/11
Members will be aware that under the Fire and Rescue National Framework 2008/11 the
Fire Authority has specific responsibilities for developing resilience under the statutory
framework for civil contingencies and as part of the department for Communities and
Local Government’s (CLG) Fire and Resilience programme.
The work of the Risk Planning Unit has general regard to the requirements of paras.
1.20/1.21 (which relate to the fire and rescue service’s statutory resilience duties) and
Chapter 2 (‘Resilience’) of the Fire and Rescue National Framework 2008/11.

FIRE ALERT! NOTICES AND STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Further to Section 4 of the Risk Planning Update tabled at the Authority’s meeting held
on 30 Mar 07, a list of the latest SOPs and FiRe Alert! Notices issued in the current
reporting period is included at Annex 1.
A list of the Service Delivery memos and risk cards issued since the last meeting of the
Authority is also included in Annex 1.

OLDBURY POWER STATION – Ex. THORNBURY (08 SEP 10)
As Members will be aware, the area covered by Avon Fire & Rescue Service includes a
fully operational twin Magnox nuclear power generation facility at Oldbury-on-Severn in
South Gloucestershire. As part of the licensing arrangements for this power station, the
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) require various emergency exercises to be held
at differing frequencies to demonstrate the adequacy of multi-agency emergency
response plans developed under the Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and Public
Information) Regulations 2001 1 .
A 'Level 2' exercise 2 is required to be held every three years to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the off-site emergency arrangements for the nuclear licensed site at
Oldbury. This requirement was discharged through Ex. THORNBURY held on 08 Sep
10 which involved all agencies which have a role in responding to an off-site nuclear
emergency, as well as being witnessed by inspectors from Her Majesty's NII.
The exercise also involved the full establishment of the Strategic Co-ordinating Centre
(SCC) at Police Headquarters, Portishead and allowed Avon Fire & Rescue Service to
successfully test the following objectives:

1

SI 2001 No. 2975.

2

A Level 2 exercise demonstrates how the Strategic Co-ordination Centre (SCC) [formerly called the Local
Emergency Centre (LEC)] and Central Emergency Support Centre (CESC) deal with the off-site
implications of an emergency. A Level 2 exercise involves the CESC, SCC, Media Briefing Centre,
emergency services and other external organisations and will occupy at least a full working day. A
desktop exercise in the site Emergency Control Centre (ECC) drives a Level 2 exercise, and these take
place every three years for each SCC.
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•

to exercise Avon Fire & Rescue notification arrangements;

•

to exercise Avon Fire & Rescue Service's revised standard operating procedure
(SOP) B12: Oldbury Power Station;

•

to exercise Avon Fire & Rescue Service's generic SOP D3: Major Incident Plan, in
particular the interaction of staff in the Strategic Co-ordinating Group (SCG, or 'Gold')
established in the Strategic Co-ordination Centre (SCC) at Police Headquarters,
Portishead;

•

to exercise inter-agency communications and liaison, and interact with planning and
response partners at the strategic level;

•

to exercise the involvement of Avon Fire & Rescue Service in the media briefing
centre in response to pseudo-media representatives and pressure;

•

to incorporate the role of the Inter-Agency Liaison Officer (ILO) as an adviser to the
Fire Gold Commander at the SCC;

•

to test the interaction and involvement of specialist officers from Avon Fire & Rescue
Service within the Science and Technical Advice Cell (STAC); and

•

to assess the Airwave capability between Oldbury and Portishead using Firelink
terminals between the Fire Exercise Director at the SCC in Portishead and the
officers in the driving cell at the Emergency Control Centre (ECC) at Oldbury itself.

At the time of writing, the multi-agency 'cold' debrief has already been held to identify the
key learning points from the exercise and the NII has officially confirmed that the
exercise was an "... adequate demonstration" of the off-site emergency arrangements for
an incident at Oldbury Power Station. As with all such exercises there were positive
comments as well as a number of areas which were highlighted for further improvement.
Comments on the exercise have been divided into the Nuclear Emergency Planning
Liaison Group (NEPLG) 'main areas of concern' headings with a 'response/action' and
'lead organisation' to take actions forward. Local issues will be addressed within the
Oldbury Emergency Planning Consultative Committee (EPCC) meetings and national
and generic issues will be progressed through the Nuclear Emergency Planning Liaison
Group (NEPLG).
The final report is currently being completed and will be published by 14 Nov 10.
The next test of the Oldbury off-site plan will need to take place before 07 Sep 13.
Further to the Risk Planning Update tabled at the meeting of the Authority on 29 May 09,
Members will also be interested to note that on 18 Oct 10, the Coalition Government
published its Nuclear National Policy Statement 3 which included a list of eight sites
which it considers are potentially suitable for the deployment of new nuclear power
stations by 2025, of which Oldbury in South Gloucestershire is one. However, the sites
will still need to secure planning permission before further developments can be
secured.
Clearly Avon Fire & Rescue Service already works very closely with Magnox North with
regard to the continual development, maintenance and testing of emergency plans and
3

see http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/news/pn10_107/pn10_107.aspx
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we will continue to do so through the decommissioning of the current Magnox reactors
and any new future developments at the site.

RADSAFE – Ex. BEDMINSTER (03 NOV 10)
The use of radioactive material is an important part of modern life and technology.
Radioactive material is used extensively in medicine, industry, agriculture, research,
consumer products and electrical power generation. Tens of millions of packages
containing radioactive material are consigned for transport each year throughout the
world. The quantity of radioactive material in these packages varies from negligible
quantities in shipments of consumer products to very large quantities in shipments of
irradiated nuclear fuel.
In order to ensure the safety of people, property and the environment, national and
international transport regulations have been developed. They are used by the
appropriate authorities to control the transport of radioactive material. Stringent
measures are required in these regulations to ensure adequate containment, shielding
and the prevention of criticality in the event of a transport accident. Radioactive material
is transported by land (road and rail), inland waterways, sea and air. These modes of
transport are regulated by international ‘modal’ regulations. The consignors, carriers and
consignees of radioactive material are required to comply with the requirements detailed
in the relevant modal regulatory documents.
Despite the extensive application of these stringent safety controls, transport accidents
involving packages containing radioactive material have occurred and will occur.
Wherever a transport accident involving radioactive material occurs, and although many
will pose no radiation safety problem, emergency response actions are needed to
ensure that radiation safety is maintained. If a transport accident occurs that results in a
significant release of radioactive material, loss of shielding or loss of criticality control,
the consequences should be controlled or mitigated by proper emergency response
actions.
In order to provide an effective emergency response, the nuclear industry has developed
the RADSAFE plan which involves a graded response from the nuclear industry itself to
provide rapid specialist expertise to the emergency services responding to a transport
accident involving radioactive materials. This response ranges from initial generic
emergency advice faxed to the local control rooms of the responding emergency
services to guide the actions of the first responding crews in attendance, through to the
management of the incident and ultimate clean up and recovery.
On Wednesday, 03 Nov 10 a multi-agency exercise was held which simulated a road
traffic collision on the M5 involving multiple vehicles, including one transporting
radioactive material covered by the RADSAFE scheme. The emergency services and
other responders including the Environment Agency, Highways Agency and RADSAFE
representatives rehearsed their incident management procedures using a 1:50th scale
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model at Berkeley, whilst other emergency centres 4 were established to respond to the
unfolding events and practice their procedures and various communications systems.
Avon Fire & Rescue Service hosted a multi-agency RADSAFE awareness day at the
South West Command Development Centre on 15 Oct 10 in preparation for the exercise
itself, and also played a full part during the exercise itself. A number of useful learning
points were identified from the exercise which have already resulted in important
amendments to our own standard operating procedures, and colleagues in Service
Control also benefited from taking a full role including liaising with the Civil Nuclear
Constabulary command and control centre and dealing with lengthy technical informative
messages from the simulated incident ground.
The multi-agency 'cold' debrief is due to be held on 07 Dec 10 and a full report will be
published thereafter.

MULTI-AGENCY PARTNERSHIPS AND TRAINING
Multi-agency liaison continues to be maintained with a wide range of public, industrial,
commercial and voluntary organisations in reviewing our response to various risks
across the Authority’s area. Since the last meeting of the Authority these meetings have
included:
a) a meeting to develop the Avon & Somerset Local Resilience Forum Airwave
interoperability standard operating procedure (24 Sep 10);
b) a regular quarterly meeting with the Head of Operations at Avon & Somerset
Constabulary for the purposes of information and intelligence exchange (01 Oct 10);
c) a further meeting to discuss interoperability and the development of standard
operating procedures with Great Western Ambulance Service NHS Trust's new
Hazardous Area Response Team (HART) (06 Oct 10);
d) a meeting of the National Inter-Agency Liaison Officer (N-ILO) Steering Group (07
Oct 10);
e) the cold debrief for Oldbury Power Station's NII Level 2 exercise – Ex. THORNBURY
(14 Oct 10) – see also the relevant section in the main report above;
f)

a RADSAFE awareness training day hosted at the South West Command
Development Centre, Lansdown (15 Oct 10);

g) a continuing professional development (CPD) input – 'incident command' – arranged
by the Mid-Western Branch of the Institution of Fire Engineers (IFE) (18 Oct 10);
h) a multi-agency workshop hosted by the Environment Agency regarding forthcoming
changes to their flood warning codes and system (20 Oct 10);
i)

planning meetings for the live exercise to test the Bristol site-specific CBRN 5 plan –
Ex. ARGON SHIELD – scheduled to take place in Oct 11 (21 Oct 10 and 16 Nov 10);

4

including the Emergency Control Centres (ECCs) at Oldbury and Hinkley Point A and B Power Stations,
the Central Emergency Support Centre (CESC) at Barnwood and the Department for Transport's
emergency room.

5

chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
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j)

the third in the 2010 programme of Severn Tunnel familiarisation exercises (23/24
Oct 10);

k) the Oldbury Power Station emergency planning consultative committee (EPCC) (27
Oct 10);
l)

the fourth and final planning meeting for a table-top RADSAFE exercise – Ex.
BEDMINSTER – which took place on 03 Nov 10 (28 Nov 10);

m) a meeting of the Avon & Somerset Local Resilience Forum Executive Group (28 Oct
10);
n) a workshop at the Government Office for the South West (GOSW) regarding the
protection of the critical national infrastructure (02 Nov 10);
o) the table-top RADSAFE exercise – Ex. BEDMINSTER (03 Nov 10) – see also the
relevant section in the main report above;
p) multi-agency planning meetings for the bi-annual Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) relicensing exercise at Bristol Airport – Ex. RAINFOREST-3 (05 Nov 10 and others);
q) an on-site COMAH 6 exercise – Ex. ROYAL FLUSH – at the Redcliffe Bay petroleum
storage depot (PSD) in Portishead, North Somerset (12 Nov 10);
r) a multi-agency meeting to discuss the pre-publication draft of the revised off-site
COMAH emergency plan (22 Nov 10);
s) a meeting of the Avon & Somerset Local Resilience Forum Flooding Sub-Group (25
Oct 10);
t)

a meeting to produce an LRF co-ordinated response to the Cabinet Office on their
current consultation on their document entitled The Role of Local Resilience Forums:
A Reference Document (26 Nov 10);

u) the bi-annual CAA re-licensing exercise at Bristol Airport – Ex. RAINFOREST-3 (29
Nov 10);
v) a meeting of the Severn Tunnel Contingency Planning Group (09 Dec 10);
w) a meeting of the Avon & Somerset Local Resilience Forum Risk Assessment SubGroup (13 Dec 10);
x) a meeting of the Bristol Airport Emergency Responders' Forum (14 Dec 10); and
y) a meeting of the Avon & Somerset Local Resilience Forum Management Group (16
Dec 10).
In addition, members of the Inter-Agency Liaison Officer (ILO) cadre have attended
shadow shifts with the Avon & Somerset Constabulary duty Force Incident Manager
(FIM) over the last quarter.

6

Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 1999 (as amended).
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IMPLICATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Resilience is a key policy priority under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004, the Fire
and Rescue Service National Framework 2008/11 and the Civil Contingencies Act 2004
(and associated Regulations, statutory and non-statutory guidance).
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
None.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The Authority has specific responsibilities for resilience under the Fire and Rescue
Services Act 2004 and also as a Category 1 responder under the Civil Contingencies Act
2004.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
None.

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Risk planning contributes towards contingency plans.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None.
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
Risk planning meets the Authority’s obligation as an employer.

List of background documents:
None.
Report Contact(s): Name, Position, Extension no.
Dave Salmon, Assistant Chief Fire Officer, Director of Risk Reduction (Ext 283#)
Marc Anderson, Area Manager – Risk Reduction (Ext. 386#)
Peter Davis, Head of Risk Planning (Ext. 378#)
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ANNEX 1
(a)

(b)

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) issued under the Quality System
(between 17 Aug 10 and 08 Nov 10)
Ref.

Date

Title

C25

13 Oct 10

Mass decontamination: MoU between Avon Fire & Rescue
Service and Great Western Ambulance Service NHS Trust
(V7.0 – Jun 10)

C4

26 Oct 10

The transportation and packaging of radioactive materials (V3.0
– Oct 10)

FiRe Alerts! issued under the Quality System (between 17 Aug 10 and 08 Nov
10)
Ref.

Date

23/2010

12 Aug 10

LPG cylinders

24/2010

09 Sep 10

Aircraft categories – 'light' and 'heavy'

25/2010

24 Sep 10

Faulty miniature circuit breakers

26/2010

27 Sep 10

Increased threat level from dissident Irish Republican terrorism

27/2010

05 Oct 10

Access to premises at Avonmouth Docks – 08:00hrs. 08 Oct 10
– 08:00hrs. 12 Oct 10

28/2010

13 Oct 10

Police / fire service fireworks helpline

29/2010

13 Oct 10

Attendance at incidents on motorways, dual carriageways and
major trunk roads

30/2010

25 Oct 10

FiReControl mobile data terminals (MDTs)

(c)

Title

Service Delivery memos issued under the Quality System 17 Aug 10 and 08
Nov 10)
Ref.

Date

Title

21/2010

19 Aug 10

Additional breathing apparatus (BA) cylinders at Stns. 09
Temple, 12 Bath and 18 Weston

22/2010

31 Aug 10

'False alarm due to apparatus' (FADA) – revised types

23/2010

01 Sep 10

Best Practice Guidance Note – Dealing with stairs and doors
whilst wearing breathing apparatus (BA)

24/2010

09 Sep 10

Interim notification and call-out arrangements for Avon &
Somerset Search and Rescue

25/2010

09 Sep 10

Crews requiring access to the Technical Centre, Nova Way,
Avonmouth

26/2010

10 Sep 10

Stopping at the scene of an accident

27/2010

16 Sep 10

Crew Manager (CM) to Watch Manager (WM) acting up –
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Ref.

Date

Title
quality assurance

28/2010

20 Oct 10

Winter preparedness – snow chains

29/2010

22 Oct 10

Care of breathing apparatus (BA) visors and avoiding damage
to equipment

(d)

Risk cards issued under the Quality System 17 Aug 10 and 08 Nov 10)
Ref.

Date

Title
[none]
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Community Safety update

SUMMARY
A paper to update Members on current developments and initiatives taking place in
relation to Community Safety.
RECOMMENDATION(S)
That Members:
a) note the content of this report
b) receive further progress reports on the issues identified in due course; and
c) endorse and support the work being developed in the Community Safety Unit within
Avon Fire & Rescue Service.

CONTENTS
Community safety interventions and initiatives
Fire Skills
The Community Safety Unit is currently supporting the delivery of Fire Skills courses
being delivered at Patchway and Avonmouth fire stations, by operational crews. Two
programmes, consisting of ten sessions, are being delivered over a ten week period and
are targeted at two schools working with Key stage 3 children that are disengaged with
education. Previously the Fire Skills programmes were delivered by the Youth
Development Centre team, but their delivery is now moving to personnel attached to Fire
Stations, under the direction and support of the Community Safety Unit.
SPARKS education package
This package is currently under review. Support materials are being refreshed and
upgraded with the package being split into two delivery streams for Key Stage 1 and Key
Stage 2 children, so as to better suit their needs. This change will ensure that the
Service is able to deliver the key messages of this intervention at the appropriate level.
An assessment of schools needs across the Authority area has been undertaken. The
1

purpose of this was to identify those schools where our intervention delivery should be
focused, in preparation for the delivery of the new material so as to achieve the best
outcomes possible.
Partnerships
The current partnerships with the Princes Trust and Ashfield Young Offenders
establishment are being reviewed through the Partnership Forum. These partnerships
help to deliver key messages to disaffected youths and contribute to the prevention of
arson, crime and anti-social behavior. A full assessment of resource requirements and
benefits will be made to determine the most appropriate level of commitment going
forward.
A new partnership entitled ‘North Somerset Affordable Warmth’ has been formed. The
aim of the partnership is to reduce the risk of fire and fire related deaths and injuries in
households who may be in or at risk of fuel poverty, and to reduce the number of fuel
poor households in North Somerset. This will generate Home Fire Safety Visit referrals
for one of our most vulnerable groups, as well as reduce the number of cold weather
related deaths.
Attendances continued to be made across the four Unitary Authority areas Local
Strategic Partnerships. This is ensuring that the Service is up to date with the impacts
that planned changes to other partners provision of services, resources or priorities as a
consequence of reduced budgets which may or do impact on our community safety
work.
Arson reduction
The Arson Reduction Team have completed their presentations to officers and crews
across the Service area, to raise awareness of arson, fire investigation and available
support. This has already provided a number of benefits, including improved reporting of
deliberate fires and better scene preservation following a fire. A programme is currently
being prepared to deliver training to Watch and Crew Managers in fire investigation. This
will enhance knowledge and provide a sound basis on which fire causality is determined
for the majority of fires attended.

BACKGROUND
Members will be aware that community safety is a key element of our prevention work as
part of the Integrated Risk Management Plan.
IMPLICATIONS
The activities detailed above demonstrate our increasing involvement in LSP’s
and the AFRS determination to place community safety at the top of our and
partners agenda.
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Reducing community risk and contributing to the wider community well-being agenda.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
None
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The Crime & Disorder Act 1988 Part I Chapter I (5), (6) outlines the
arrangements for Authorities responsible for the formulation and implementation
of Crime and Disorder (anti-social behaviour) strategies.
The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 Chapter1,
(s108) provides that, as a partner authority, we have due regard to local
improvement targets specified in the Local Area Agreements.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Improving outcomes for people who disproportionately experience fire: the elderly,
people with limited mobility, people from BME backgrounds, lone parent homes, youth
inclusion.

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Reducing the likelihood of the Service to be exposed to loss of life in the community or
within the workforce. Time and resource directed in a more intelligence-led way will
reduce risk in the community and potentially result in efficiency savings.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
Fewer incidents have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions due to fewer movements of
vehicles and less fire generated emissions.
CRIME AND DISORDER REDUCTION IMPLICATIONS
Supporting the CDR Anti-Social Behaviour agenda and National Indicators where
selected by LSP’s.
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS (state if none)
Increased levels of Health and Safety for Firefighters due to mitigated community
risks. Partnership activities to be risk assessed prior to commencement.

List of background documents:

Report Contact(s):
ACFO D Salmon, Director of Risk Reduction
T/GM Rich Davis, Acting Head of Community Safety, Ext 379.
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING:

AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Equality and Diversity Framework and Interventions

SUMMARY
This report highlights the work of the Equality & Diversity Unit within the context
of the Equality Act 2010, Communities and Local Government (CLG) Fire and
Rescue Service, Equality and Diversity Strategy 2008 – 2018, and the FRS
Equality Framework.
RECOMMENDATION(S)
To note:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

the ongoing work of the Equality and Diversity Unit.
the completion of the FRS Equality Framework peer assessment and
outcome.
the time and date of the next Member development session concerning
Equality and Diversity.
to continue to oversee compliance with AFRS’ Single Equality Scheme.

BACKGROUND
1. The Fire and Rescue Service Equality Framework (FRS EF) was launched
in December 2009. It is a performance framework designed to assess
performance in 5 areas:
• Leadership and promoting inclusion
• Accountability
• Effective service delivery and community engagement
• Employment and training
• Evaluating and sharing good practice.
Performance against this framework is benchmarked against three distinct
levels: developing, achieving and excellent. The FRS EF is intended to be
outcome focused rather than process-driven.

1
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2. The CLG Equality and Diversity Strategy 2008-2018 consolidates the
Government commitment to ensuring Fire and Rescue Services make
fairness and inclusion fundamental elements of core business. The
Strategy requires action in five priority areas linked to the Core Values and
to the Fire & Rescue Service Equality Framework.
3. The Equality Act received Royal Assent in April 2010. It aimed to
strengthen existing legal protection, advance equality and declutter the
law. It has
• Introduced a new Equality Duty for the Public Sector, bringing together the
three existing Duties (race, gender and disability) and extend them to
include gender reassignment, age, sexual orientation and religion or
belief;
• From 2011, introduced a new duty to consider socio-economic
disadvantage;
• Outlawed discrimination in the provision of goods and services;
• Required public bodies to report on important inequalities such as gender
pay, ethnic minority employment and disability employment;
• Widened the scope of positive action;
• Increased the powers of Employment Tribunals.
The Conservative-Liberal Democratic Government has carried out a
consultation exercise on the specific duties on public bodies arising from
the Equality Duty. Government ministers have stated they intend to table
the secondary legislation necessary to enact most of the provisions of the
legislation with the exception of those that relate to the socio-economic
duty, equal pay and positive action.

Work Update:
•

Single Equality Scheme 2010-13: Progress on completing many of the
targets is underway. Only 2 of the 39 targets is due for completion by
November 2010 and neither are outstanding.

•

Fire and Rescue Service Equality Framework: The framework is used
to assess Fire Authority’s performance on equality and diversity in the full
range of business activities including leadership, service delivery and
community engagement, and employment and training. The Framework
has three levels: developing, achieving and excellent.
The IDeA (now called Local Government Improvement and Development)
facilitated a peer led assessment on September 21-22 this year. The
team of peers included an elected member of another Fire Authority and
Equality & Diversity professionals from two other services. During this
process, Elected members from all three political parties were interviewed
2
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during the assessment.

The assessors found that: “Avon Fire and Rescue Authority / Service
has completed a satisfactory self-assessment against the criteria for
the Achieving level of the Equality Framework and can therefore be
confirmed at the Achieving level of the Equalities Framework for Fire
and Rescue…..In some areas of the Equality Framework the review
team believe that the FRS is close to Excellent and this provides a
firm basis and incentive to work towards this standard.” A copy of
the final report is attached as an appendix.
•

Leadership development for Fire Authority Members: On the 13th
October 2010, the team facilitated a second development day relating to
how equality and diversity is central to promoting community safety. We
received positive feedback from elected members involved in this
development. Seven elected members have now participated in this
development. Other members are requested to contact Helen Howells to
book their place on the next development session on 17th December
10am-12.30 prior to the next Fire Authority meeting. Lunch will be
provided.

IMPLICATIONS
Equality and Diversity Strategy:
The Audit Commission will assess Fire & Rescue Authorities’ performance in
implementing the requirements of the Strategy through the Fire and Rescue
Service performance assessment framework.
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Reducing the impact of fire and other risks on all of the communities we serve by
effective prevention, protection and emergency response.
Contributing to National Indicator 49 and 141, and progress towards FRS
Equality Framework.
Equalities PSA 15 addressing disadvantages that individuals experience
because of the gender, race, age, sexual orientation, religion or belief.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
No new financial commitments have been made since the previous CFA Report
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Equality Duty created by Equality Act.
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
High in keeping with Corporate priorities
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
3
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Review of Equality and Diversity structure to ensure work is progressed and
sustainable.

HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None

List of background documents:
Communities and Local Government Equality and Diversity Strategy 2008 – 2018
Fire & Rescue Service Equality Framework
AFRS Single Equality Scheme 2010-2013
Report Contact(s):
ACFO D Salmon, Director of Risk Reduction
Tim Roberts, Head of Equality and Diversity, #249

4
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Diversity Peer Challenge
21st and 22nd September 2010
Avon Fire and Rescue Service
Report

1

1. Background
This report is a summary of the findings of a Diversity Peer Challenge organised by the
Local Government Improvement and Development and carried out by its trained and
accredited peers. The report satisfies the requirements of the Equality Framework for Fire
and Rescue Services for an external assessment at the Achieving level. The Peer
Challenge is designed to validate a service’s own self-assessment at the Achieving level
by considering documentary evidence and by carrying out a series of interviews,
workshops and focus groups with employees and other stakeholders.
The basis for the Peer Challenge is a benchmark against five performance themes. They
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership and promoting inclusion
Accountability
Effective service delivery and community engagement
Employment and training
Evaluation and sharing good practice.

The Peer Challenge is not an inspection; rather it offers an external assessment of a
council’s own judgement of itself against the Equality Framework benchmark, by critical
friends who have experience of delivering an equality/diversity agenda in their own
Authorities.
Peers were:
Cllr Kay Hammond, Surrey County Council
Zahoor Ahmad, Hereford and Worcester FRS
Alison Scott, Cambridgeshire FRS
The team appreciates the welcome and hospitality provided by the service and would like
to thank everybody that they met during the process for their time and contributions.
The service made the following observations upon the impact the peer challenge has had:
Avon Fire and Rescue Service found the process of being assessed against the
Achieving level of the Fire and Rescue Service Equality Framework extremely
helpful.
As we wrote our narrative self-assessment and gathered the evidence to back it up,
we became fully aware of both our strengths and the areas where we needed to
improve.
We were then able to focus in on the weaker areas or where we didn’t yet have the
evidence to prove our point. In many cases we found that the organisation was
doing well, but just hadn’t communicated this. In preparing for the assessors’ visit,
we spoke with a number of external partners and community organisations and
were pleased to hear how well we are regarded.
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The two day assessment visit was well structured, so we knew what to expect,
whom they should speak to; we were impressed with the thorough grasp the
assessors made of us and their pin pointing of the areas for improvement. In the
main these were the ones we had already identified, but their external eye made us
able to see where we had some disconnect between the corporate centre and fire
stations. Staff were motivated and encouraged by the process and we know it will
help us to improve and go forward with the equalities agenda.

1. Executive summary and recommendations
Following this Diversity Peer Challenge, we have reached the following conclusion:
Avon Fire and Rescue Service has completed a satisfactory self-assessment
against the criteria for the Achieving level of the Equality Framework and can
therefore be confirmed at the Achieving level of the Equalities Framework for Fire
and Rescue.
In some areas of the Equality Framework the review team believe that the FRS is close to
Excellent and this provides a firm basis and incentive to work towards this standard.
The challenge team would like to draw particular attention to the strong, clear and
committed leadership displayed by both senior officers and the political leadership of the
Fire and Rescue Authority (FRA). The positive and personal commitment to equality and
diversity articulated by the Chief Fire Officer (CFO) is mirrored in the understanding and
determination displayed by Avon’s political leadership to continue to prioritise the equality
and diversity agenda as foundation of future strategy.
The authority is also to be commended for its policy and performance framework. The
Single Equalities Scheme provides clarity and direction to the organisation. It is an
accessible and usable document which supports Avon’s strategic intent and clearly lays
out responsibilities, duties and intentions with regard to all of the equalities strands. This
clarity of purpose is further supported by the existence of a number of solid partnerships
and networks, used to provide effective two-way communication and consultation. Good
examples include partnership working with South Gloucestershire Children’s Services,
work with the Safer, Stronger Communities groups and work with the Bristol
Neighbourhood Boards.
The challenge team also found strong evidence of effective consultation and scrutiny with
a range of community groups and the hard to reach. Much of this was channelled through
the Equalities Consultation Group, which is attended by representatives of equalities
communities including older people, Deaf British Sign Language users, Disabled people,
BME people and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender people (LGBT). The group
meets regularly to discuss, scrutinise and advise on equalities issues.
Equality and diversity appear to be widely embedded as “part of the day job” in much of
the organisation, creating a culture which both champions the needs of local communities
and recognises the need to understand diversity in order to manage risk effectively. This
culture is supported by the wide availability of equality mapping data, which is obtained via
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a range of tools and techniques (e.g. Mosaic, FSEC, Big Picture, incident data review and
feedback). In addition, support functions such as procurement have a strong
understanding of the equality and diversity agenda and provided clear and robust evidence
of mainstreaming these issues in to the standard procurement cycle.
Whilst clearly commending such examples of good practice; there is evidence to suggest
that there are still inconsistencies and omissions which will need to be addressed if Avon
is to progress successfully on its improvement journey. The strategic planning process is
somewhat unwieldy and the current Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) does not
have an under-pinning action plan for 2009/10. In addition, the development of unitary
plans is still in its infancy and the excellent work already developed and supported by the
Unitary Support Group needs to extend consistently across all four unitaries.
There was also a lack of consistent understanding regarding Avon’s approach to the
management of risk and the use of data to target services towards the most vulnerable. In
some instances, particular stations believed their Home Fire Safety Visits (HSFV) targets
were based simply on quantity, whilst other stations understood the need for a more
sophisticated need/risk based approach. It is recommended that Avon should ensure
consistent understanding of this issue as it underpins their strategic approach to on-going
service delivery.
Therefore, the review team felt that the main recommendations for Avon related to
recognising, confirming and communicating the best practice already in existence in many
parts of the service in order to develop a consistent and coherent approach to equality and
diversity.
These recommendations were summed up as follows:

•

Clear, concise, consistent planning – streamline the current strategic planning
process, and clarify the role of the IRMP. Ensure that an action plan against the
IRMP is in place and that all stakeholders are aware of policy and its impact and
implications. Further develop the unitary planning process, building on the model
developed this year for South Gloucestershire

•

Clear, concise, consistent focus on equality and diversity outcomes – build on
existing good practice to ensure consistent focus on outcomes – in service
planning, Performance Development Reviews (PDRs), Equality Impact
Assessments (EIAs) etc

•

Clear, concise, consistent focus on risk – centrally driven – locally influenced
– ensure that corporate policy regarding focused and targeted service delivery,
informed by equality mapping data and local knowledge is understood and
implemented across the organisation

•

Maintain momentum, cherish the culture - Maintain the focus and impetus
provided by both elected members decision to prioritise the agenda and the
successful accreditation to Achieving to work towards the aspiration for excellence.
Continue to cherish the culture that both regards diversity as “the day job” and has
the courage to challenge and scrutinise at the highest level.
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3. Detailed findings
3.1 Leadership and promoting inclusion
Strengths:
•

Avon has evidenced strong leadership from both the senior management team and
the FRA. The Deputy CFO chairs the Fire and Rescue Service (FRS) Equality
Working Group and the CFO chairs the FRA Equality Forum. There is clearly a very
personal commitment to the diversity agenda, which has been communicated
across the organisation and this has provided a vision and direction for the service
as a whole. Evidence from elected members, staff and partner agencies clearly
indicated that the diversity agenda is a priority for Avon.

•

This commitment is visible in the culture of Avon FRS. Although the team found
some evidence of low awareness of the principles of equality and diversity, these
were isolated and not representative of the general atmosphere. The overwhelming
impression formed by the challenge team was of an organisation where the
principles of equality and diversity were part of the day job. The commitment to the
dignity agenda – which has on occasion called for robust challenge within the
Equalities Working Group, is another example of the prevailing culture.

•

Avon has developed a number of effective structures to support and consolidate its
strategic approach to equalities. There are a number of working groups – for
example the Unitary Support Group – which provides support for and encourages
multi-agency working, the Equalities Working Group, and the Equalities Forum –
which ensures that members remain firmly in the loop. Other effective though less
formal structures include the arrangement whereby each elected member takes
“ownership” of a fire station in order to retain visibility and to ensure that elected
members keep abreast of local issues.

•

Members have recently decided to re-affirm their commitment to the equalities
agenda following the removal, by Communities and Local Government (CLG), of
the requirement for recruitment targets. (Avon FRS is continuing to work to local
recruitment targets.) The challenge team found evidence of collaborative crossparty working with regard to diversity issues and a positive commitment
demonstrated by continued resource allocation.

•

The new unitary plans (e.g. the plan for South Gloucestershire) provides strong
evidence of joined–up working across the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP). The
plan demonstrates a clear integration with the Sustainable Communities’ Strategy,
and has been informed by the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, Every Child
Matters and the IRMP. The plans show a clear strategic link between risk reduction
and operational resource, at a local level, informed by local need. This model has
not yet been fully adopted across Avon, but is supported by the Unitary Working
Group, who are planning to embed this approach across all of the unitary
authorities.
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•

There is strong evidence of the mainstreaming of equality and diversity into the
procurement function. Demonstrable commitment to the equalities and diversity
framework is a key criterion for contract letting and is evidenced throughout the
procurement cycle. A particular example is the monthly consultation with staff
regarding dietary requirements to ensure that any specific cultural or religious
needs can be accommodated within the menu plan.

•

It was also noted that there appear to be strong, constructive and positive
relationships with the representative bodies and that the unions see themselves as
“part of the journey” towards delivering the equality and diversity agenda in practice
in Avon.

Areas for consideration:
•

Although Avon has an IRMP (2008-20011) and a new version is being drafted,
there was no supporting action plan for the current year’s IRMP and the EIA of the
IRMP had not been completed and signed off. Linked to this, members were
unclear as to the status of the IRMP. The challenge team would urge Avon to
ensure that the IRMP is seen as a fundamental part of the strategic planning
process, and should be relevant, up to date and accessible at all times.

•

There is lack of clarity regarding the central strategy on risk reduction. This was
shown most clearly in the lack of consistency demonstrated over HFSVs. Although
Avon’s new strategy is to move towards targeting these - through the use of
customer and demographic insight data - in order to deliver the most impact and to
increase the protection of the most vulnerable, this approach was not universally
understood. Some interviewees still described the process as driven by quotas, and
supported by leaflet drops and other “cold call” methods. Others were aware of the
new strategy and were actively using insight data to target support towards the
most vulnerable in the community. It is therefore recommended that the leadership
team focus on communicating its strategic intent more clearly and ensure a more
consistent general understanding of the Service Management Board (SMB)
approach to risk reduction.

•

The strategic planning process currently focuses on the Corporate Plan and places
the IRMP at a secondary level. The apparent confusion from members regarding
the status of the IRMP, and the fact that there is no action plan for the current year
indicates that it is not prioritised within the strategic planning process. It is therefore
recommended that the process is streamlined with the IRMP at the centre of FRS
strategic planning.

3.2 Accountability
Strengths:
•

There is strong evidence to show that EIAs have become embedded within
standard business processes. These are yielding tangible benefits, for example the
EIA at the Fleet and Technical Centre, Nova Way which considered the ergonomics
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of work-wear and equipment use for a diverse workforce and will lead procurement
changes in these areas. In addition, the quality and robustness of the EIA process
can be demonstrated by the scrutiny and challenge applied to them via the
Equalities Working Group and the comprehensive and thorough EIA monitoring
process provided by the Improvement Coordination Unit (ICU). The high quality of
the EIAs was commented upon by a number of external partners.
•

The Single Equality Scheme consolidates policy and practice into one simple and
accessible document. It provides clarity regarding ownership and accountability with
regard to each of the equality strands and is also easy to read and well laid out.

•

A monthly report on equality and diversity is tabled for the FRA, which provides up
to date information on activities and EIAs. This helps to ensure that elected
members are kept informed and also ensures that it remains a priority item on the
agenda

•

The use of thematic advocates (e.g. advocate for elderly persons, advocate for
learning disabilities) has been perceived by both partners and Avon FRS officers as
an effective way of focusing multi-agency working by ensuring good communication
with partners and acting as a single point of contact for the organisation.

•

The challenge team found some good systems and practices for dealing
appropriately with bullying and harassment. There was evidence that inappropriate
behaviour was challenged robustly at watch level, and that this was ingrained into
the culture. The impact of the extensive training on equalities for watch managers
on equalities has been effective in developing this culture. Training has been
provided to support officers in dealing with these issues, and it was reported that
this has been effective. However, the challenge team would urge Avon to ensure
that this approach continues in order to support the service in their aspiration to
continue to develop an increasingly diverse workforce.

•

The Equality Consultation Group is a well-established and effective forum for two
way communication, consultation and scrutiny, involving service users and
community groups. Avon FRS are also involved in out-reach work and take an
active part in neighbourhood fora and community safety groups, using incident data
and equality mapping information to support vulnerable communities and respond
to local need – for example, specific response to anti-social behaviour around binfires in Yate.

Areas for consideration:
•

Interviews with elected members revealed a common theme around instability and
change regarding member representation from certain local authorities within the
FRA. One reason for this appears to be the electoral system adopted by one unitary
(elections in thirds). However, this in itself does not necessarily lead to instability of
membership of the FRA – and there was a suspicion that some authorities did not
prioritise membership of the FRA and hence did not perceive its stability to be
important. Although Avon can do nothing to change the electoral system, it may be
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possible to improve the profile of the FRA in order to achieve greater commitment
and stability.
•

Although there have been great improvements to EIAs, there is some evidence to
suggest that the process for their monitoring and evaluation is still very process led,
rather than outcomes focussed. This on occasion makes it difficult for individuals
involved in the process to truly understand that the purpose of the EIA is to improve
outcomes, not just reach targets.

•

The process for the monitoring of bullying and harassment needs to consider they
way in which individuals are able to first raise a concern in order to ensure that
everyone feels able to access and use the process without fear of intimidation or
recrimination. Although it was recognised that anonymous reporting may not be
appropriate, the system should allow individuals to report incidents in a secure
manner.

3.3 Effective service delivery and community engagement
Strengths:
•

Avon FRS is a highly regarded, good and enthusiastic partner, with clear and strong
links into community fora. The challenge team found strong evidence of community
engagement and good use of a range of customer insight tools and techniques.

•

Customer and demographic data is used to develop robust knowledge and
understanding of risk within communities, and this is increasingly being used to plan
service delivery proactively. There is a clear aspiration to extend the use of such
data to plan future service delivery, in order to provide local services that are clearly
in tune with local need. Avon FRS has a stated policy of providing “Different
services differently, to meet different needs” and clearly understands that the needs
of each of its unitary authorities vary greatly and cannot be treated to a “one size fits
all” approach.

•

The challenge team found a number of good examples of working in and with local
communities, particularly with regards to understanding and targeting the needs of
vulnerable people. For example, preventative work with occupants of houses in
multi-occupation, particularly with communities for which English is not their first
language. Another example is a project developed in conjunction with local
hospitals, to support patients following hospital discharge, to ensure that home fire
safety precautions had been met.

Areas for consideration:
•

The effective channelling of resources to support work in this area is a key factor for
successful delivery, and the recent decision to remove the Advocate role has had a
major impact on partners. The challenge team would urge Avon FRS to re-evaluate
the loss of the advocate role and to consider its impact in delivering targeted and
effective services to the most vulnerable.
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•

As previously noted, there is an inconsistency of approach to HFSVs, which has
resulted in an inconsistency in the services actually delivered. Avon FRS has
recognised that effective targeting will enable a far better use of resources and will
deliver a service more focused on sound risk management, but this message has
not been fully communicated across the service.

•

The IRMP should be the foundation stone of the service delivery strategy and
operational plan. The lack of a current action plan and lack of clarity in terms of
member’s understanding has been recognised as a gap in the governance
framework and a revised IRMP is currently being drafted. If Avon wishes to move
towards Excellent, a current IRMP will need to be demonstrably in place.

3.4 Employment and training
Strengths:
•

Training on equalities and diversity is multi-layered and goes throughout the
organisation, strongly supported by leadership, staff and unions. A wide range of
training is available, and much actually takes place in the work environment, making
it easily accessible for all. Local community groups have been invited into fire
stations to deliver training (for example, the Refugee Awareness Project and
sessions on “De-mystifying Islam”). A twelve week equality and fairness training
course has been developed and rolled out to Watch Managers at the instigation of
the CFO and supported by his personal attendance at each session. From talking to
staff this course appears to have made quite an impact on service awareness of
equality and diversity matters. This course has also be rolled out to Station
Managers, but not all of them have been able to take part

•

The introduction of PDRs has not been an easy journey, and there were some
difficulties in the first year. However, Avon had responded positively to this by
instigating a review, listening to the issues and changing and improving the
approach. All staff must have an equalities objective within their PDR, and support
has been given to line managers to help them develop useful and practical
objectives in this area.

•

Positive action is clearly understood and supported, and underlies the authorities’
approach to recruitment. There was good evidence of this throughout the authority,
and the approach has the support of representative bodies

•

Although equal pay is still an outstanding issue, there is a robust action plan and
timetable in place and strong evidence of joint working with representative bodies,
which have been involved in developing the plan and are participating fully in the
process.

•

The investment in training has been strong in past years, and there is a recognition
that this is a continued requirement for the future. Although a business case may be
needed to justify some training requests, there is a clear intention to continue to
invest appropriately in staff training and development.
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Areas for consideration:
•

In order to demonstrate both effective practice and return on investment, it is
important to measure the impact of activity. The challenge team recognises that his
is not easy, but would suggest that Avon should consider how best to measure and
report on cultural change as part of their improvement journey.

•

Although the PDR process is beginning to embed well, there is some disparity with
regard to the effective setting, achieving and evaluation of equalities objectives. In
order to improve in this area, Avon should consider how to measure competence of
staff against equalities and diversity objectives both corporate and personal and
have clear and measurable outcomes in order to evaluate performance.

•

The investment in the 12 week training programme has helped to mainstream
equalities issues and to ensure greater understanding across the organisation. It
has also helped to raise the profile of equalities and diversity and to reinforce its
status as an organisational priority. There is a risk that these messages will suffer if
the training programme is not rolled out to all Station Managers.

•

In previous years, Avon has used the staff survey to inform future plans. This is
good practice, and should continue in the future in order to ensure that staff
feedback is listened to and responded to appropriately.

3.5 Evaluation and sharing good practice
Strengths:
•

The process for the evaluation and monitoring of both EIAs and the Corporate Risk
Register is thorough, robust and challenging. Reports are prepared monthly, and
members are included in the process. There is evidence of strong challenge from
the Equalities Working Group, ensuring that EIAs are well-thought about and
provide solid and practical action plans.

•

The organisation is developing a culture of shared learning and has structures in
place to recognise good practice (e.g. the Unitary Support Group and their
approach to the development of joined up, simple and readable Unitary Plans) and
to extend such good practice more widely across Avon FRS. This culture will
support Avon in its improvement journey, as it will encourage innovative practice
and the sharing of new ideas.

•

The challenge team found many examples of effective consultation and shared
learning – for example, the regional Procurement Network and its work to support
smaller suppliers to develop effective equalities and diversity policies, the work of
the Joint Intelligence Group in identifying and sharing trend data to support risk
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profiling and projects such as First Contact – which supports multi-agency
information sharing to enhance service delivery to vulnerable groups.

Areas for consideration:
•

Although the structures in place for monitoring and evaluation are indeed
comprehensive, the challenge team wishes to pose the question: “Is
monitoring/evaluation becoming too process driven/unwieldy?” Given the need to
target resources wisely, it may be possible to simplify these processes and increase
the focus on outcomes in order to deliver a more streamlined and responsive
approach.

•

Evidence suggests that opportunities to share information with partners are not
always taken, and that data sharing protocols are not always known/used by
partners. Avon have some very good practice in this area, and it is recommended
that data sharing across all partnerships is reviewed in order to ensure the most
effective use is made of intelligence.

•

Learning from incident feedback is captured but not always proactively fed back.
Again, there are examples of best practice in which incident data is used to support
area profiles in order to identify and manage risk effectively through liaison with
partners and community groups. This approach is not applied consistently, and
could bring benefits if it were to be extended.
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Examples of innovative projects and initiatives
•

First Contact – multi-agency information sharing project made up of 13 partners
including FRS, Children’s and Adults Services and the police. Each agency is able to
make referrals to others within the group, thus informing social care of possible
vulnerable adults, education welfare about possible issues with truancy, fire and rescue
about the need for information and preventive action.

•

Equalities Consultation Group – an active and effective forum for information
exchange, challenge and scrutiny, attended by senior management and representatives
of community groups – including groups that are vulnerable and often hard to reach

•

Procurement – equalities and diversity requirements have been seamlessly included
within the procurement cycle and procurement officers are knowledgeable and effective
in terms of contract letting and contract monitoring with regards to these requirements.
There is also good practice in terms of the management of the catering contract, which
requires monthly consultation across the organisation, to ensure that any specific dietary
requirements are identified and met.

•

Working with Statutory Partners – The FRS was described as an “excellent” partner.
Examples of partnership good practice include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The FRS has provided a shared post with a local authority for work with deaf
people
Work with a local authority to provide sprinkler systems to support vulnerable
families remaining at home
Training provided by firefighters to social workers to identify and refer fire risks in
the home.
Working with social care agencies to target HFSVs to vulnerable people leaving
hospital.
The Safeguarding Board arranging training for firefighters to identify and refer
adult and child abuse.

Watch Manager training programme – the 12 week training programme – instigated
by the CFO following feedback regarding perceptions of equality and diversity issues,
has been very effective in achieving a paradigm shift within middle managers within the
organisation. The commitment demonstrated by the CFO –who attended every session
– has helped to both raise the profile and mainstream the issues and has been well
received by all participants.

Local Government Improvement and Development
Sam Davey
Improvement Manager
Sam.davey@local.gov.uk
07766251752
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MEETING DATE:
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REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Sickness Absence Update – as at 31 October 2010

SUMMARY
The Service ended the financial year 2009/10 on 7.53 shifts lost (against a target
of 8.5). As a percentage, this figure means the Service lost approximately 3.5%
of total shifts in 09/10* due to sickness. The Service target for 2010/11 is 7.5
days/shifts lost to sickness. This report updates the Fire Authority with sickness
absence data up to 31 October 2010.
Our year to date target for working days/shifts lost to sickness is 4.35 and our
performance was better with 4.33 shifts lost. As a percentage, this figure means
the Service has lost approximately 4% of total shifts so far this financial year *
due to sickness. However, while we remain on target overall, short term
sickness increased again in October for both support and uniformed staff.
Therefore the Service will be analysing October’s data in depth to establish if
there are any trends and, if so, what support and actions will be put in place to
address them and ensure we remain on track.
The Return to Work Interview completion rates remain positive with 94%
completed against a target of 90% of all interviews to be completed within 15
days of the return date. In October all interviews were completed on target.
Sickness
Wholetime uniformed
The overall trend is a continued reduction in total sickness levels, in particular
long term sickness. October 2010 saw the 9th consecutive month without any `to
duty’ long term sickness absence and long term non-work related sickness was
mainly attributable to musculo-skeletal injuries, fractures and surgeries with the
majority of those employees now back at work. The progress on long term
sickness is, in large part, due to Human Resources, managers and Occupational
Health working together with employees to facilitate an early return to full or
modified duties with the appropriate support, assessment and encouragement.
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* This percentage is approximate and calculates the shifts lost through sickness against total shifts in the
relevant period. The total shifts figure does not exclude shifts where staff are unavailable due to training,
leave etc.
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However there remains less sustained progress in reducing short term absence,
with a spike again in October. In October the shifts lost to short term non-duty
sickness increased from 163 in September to 222, mainly attributable to colds
and gastro-intestinal illnesses and musculo-skeletal injuries. As with the July
high, the Service’s Human Resources and crewing departments are analysing
the October data to identify any trends in employee sickness levels (e.g. nature
of sickness, where and when it occurs) in order to mobilise appropriate
Occupational Health and/or management action. The Service will also be
focusing on measures to reduce short term sickness in the revised attendance
management policy which is due to go out for consultation in the New Year.
Support
As with uniformed staff the overall trend is a reduction in sickness levels, in
particular long term sickness. However short term sickness rose sharply again in
October with the majority of shifts lost due to operations and gastro-intestinal
ailments. However this data will also be subject to in depth trend analysis.
Strategy for 2010/11
The Service remains focused on sustaining the reduction in long term absence
and reducing the level of short term, intermittent absence. Human Resources
are analysing short term sickness data (to identify any underlying causes for the
spikes which occur in certain months each year) and revising processes and
policies to further support managers and Occupational Health to take prompt and
appropriate action to prevent short term sickness absence and/or aid recovery
and return to work.
The medical intervention fund and counselling support services (managed by
Human Resources) also provide support to staff with musculo-skeletal or mental
health problems as it is proven that good quality, prompt intervention will support
the employee to make a full recovery in a shorter period of time.
Return to Work Interviews (RTWI)
The improvement on RTW interviews has been sustained. The target is for 90%
of interviews to be completed within 15 days of the return date. The actual
performance is 94%.
We report RTWI performance on Station Wall charts which enables stations to
track their performance on a monthly basis and also remind managers when
RTWIs are required. These actions are having a positive effect.
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RECOMMENDATION
That the report is noted and that Members continue to receive progress reports
until further notice.
BACKGROUND
Following unsatisfactory attendance levels recorded in years 2003/04 and
2004/05, Members agreed to receive updates on the progress made to improve
these levels. This report provides the position as at 31 October 2010.
IMPLICATIONS
Achieving maximum staff attendance increases productivity and impacts on all
areas of the Authority's role.
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
Managing absence remains a key priority in all main policy documents.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Absence has a significant cost to all employers - thus Attendance Management
policies are a key part of achieving financial efficiencies.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Employment law is continuously evolving through the decisions of Employment
Tribunals and through the publication of key documents such as the Disability
Discrimination Act. Such decisions influence changes to our own policies and
approaches.
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
We remain committed to assisting those with disabilities to enjoy a full working
life. We also recognise that particular illnesses and medical conditions can
adversely affect particular groups.
CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Attendance Management remains one of the top six corporate risks and, as such,
has a full intervention programme in place.
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
None
3
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HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
A safe and supportive workplace will assist in maximising attendance and thus is
part of the intervention programme mentioned above.
List of background documents:
The attached graphs detail the shifts lost due to sickness absence, for wholetime uniformed and support staff, separated by month and duration of absence
up to and including 31 October 2010.
Report Contact:
Maggie Harte, Director of Human Resources and People Development (ext 234)
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Graphs
The total shifts lost in October 2010 to uniformed sickness, represents 4%
of the total shifts that month *.
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The total shifts lost in October 2010 to support staff sickness, represents
5% of the total shifts that month *.
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REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Gambia & Avon Fire Service in Partnership (GAFSIP)
Update

SUMMARY
To update Members on the activity of the GAFSIP Trust and our ongoing partnership
work.

RECOMMENDATION(S)
i)
ii)
iii)

That Members note the award made to the Avon Fire & Rescue Service by
the President of the Gambia.
That Members note the ongoing work of GAFSIP.
That Members continue to support the partnership.

CONTENTS

BACKGROUND
Members gave their approval in July 2010 for Councillor Colin Barrett and the Chief Fire
Officer / Chief Executive to visit the Gambia to receive the award of the Order of the
Republic of the Gambia in the rank of Commander. This is the highest award made by
the President.
The visit took place between 18-25 November 2010 and the Chief Fire Officer Chief
Executive will make a presentation to Members regarding this visit at the meeting.
Training
The most recent support given to the Gambia saw 6 officers from Avon Fire & Rescue
Service, together with 2 officers from Serco, visiting the Gambia between
16-30 November 2010.
130 firefighter recruits received training from our officers. These recruits will continue
their training to March 2011.
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15 station managers were trained in vehicle and appliance maintenance, as well as
general incident command and management.
9 airport staff members were also trained in aircraft crash/rescue/firefighter techniques.
A further training visit is planned for late February 2011, with volunteers identified and
travel plans being progressed.
Update on Vehicles
1 vehicle was shipped in 2010 and a further 5 have been identified for shipping to the
Gambia in 2011.
Fundraising & Finance
Fundraising continues to be challenging, but the Trust has sufficient balances to deal
with projected shipping costs for 2011. Further fundraising activities have been planned
by the Trustees.
The financial situation in the Gambia remains challenging, with an apparent decline in
tourism having major implications.

CONSIDERATIONS
CONTRIBUTION TO KEY POLICY PRIORITIES
None
FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
None
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None
DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
Fire Authority support in developing country assisting in sustainable development

CORPORATE RISK ASSESSMENT
Completed
ENVIRONMENTAL/SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
Supporting a new dimension in environmental issues with re-cycling
HEALTH & SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
None
List of background documents: None
Report Contact(s): Kevin Pearson Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive (Extension 233#)
David Hutchings, Patron
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AVON FIRE AUTHORITY

MEETING DATE:

17 December 2010

REPORT OF:

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive

SUBJECT:

Fires and Other Incidents: September and October 2010

SUMMARY
To report on fires and other significant incidents that occurred during the months of
September and October 2010.

RECOMMENDATION
That the report be noted.

BACKGROUND
Details of fires and other significant incidents are attached as an Appendix.

IMPLICATIONS
Legislation confers powers and obligations. This report is provided for information.

List of background documents: None

Report Contact(s): Kevin Pearson, Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive, Ext 233#
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1 Significant incidents during September 2010
Crews tackle factory fire
Wednesday 1 September
18.10 Bonville Road, Brislington, Bristol
Fire crews were involved in a protracted incident after fire broke out in machinery
at a factory used to make vehicle brake pads.
Around 25 to 30 staff evacuated the building on hearing the smoke alarm system
activate.
When firefighters entered the building they discovered the fire in the machinery,
which cleaned metal using metal fillings, had spread to nearby pallets after being
sucked up through an extractor fan. The pallets were stored on a mezzanine
above the ground floor level.
With the pallets well alight and a great deal of smoke generated by the blaze, the
initial crews from Brislington and Keynsham called for additional support from
Temple and Speedwell.
A total of six firefighters wearing breathing apparatus (BA), a jet and two high
pressure hose reels were brought in during the course of firefighting operations.
Crews spent considerable time on the scene dragging the burning pallets to the
floor below and damping down and turning over the debris.
Unattended hob sparks fire
Friday 3 September
13.14 Calton Road, Widcombe, Bath
A man in his 40s had a lucky escape after a fire in his property.
When crews arrived on the scene they found the man already out of the threestorey building and a fire in the first floor kitchen.
Two firefighters wearing BA entered the premises and tackled the fire using two
high pressure hose reels.
The fire started accidentally after the occupant left the hob on unattended.
Play area destroyed by fire
Monday 6 September
00.35 Windmill Hill City Farm, Philip Street, Bedminster, Bristol
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Fire has destroyed a single storey building used as a play area at the Windmill
Hill City Farm.
When firefighters arrived on the scene they could see smoke and flames coming
from the building and had to force entry into the premises. Approximately 30% of
the roof was involved in the fire.
Eight firefighters wearing BA tackled the fire using three jets and one high
pressure hose reel. The turntable ladder was used to get water on to the fire from
above.
Crews had to strip away the roof tiles and use the thermal imaging camera to
ensure the fire was fully out.
Fortunately no one was inside the premises at the time and no one was hurt.
Lucky escape for smoker
Tuesday 7 September
00.54 Freeling House, Prewett Street, Redcliffe, Bristol
A man has had a lucky escape after a fire broke out as he fell asleep while
smoking.
The 32 year-old was only alerted to the fire in the first floor flat when his smoke
alarm activated.
When crews arrived on the scene they found the man suffering from smoke
inhalation and he was assisted by paramedics at the scene before being taken to
hospital.
Two firefighters wearing BA tackled the fire in the bedroom using one high
pressure hose reel.
Smoke alarm alerts elderly woman to fire
Wednesday 8 September
00.46 Ringwood Road, Twerton, Bath
A 72 year-old woman has had a lucky escape after her smoke alarm alerted her
to a fire in her bungalow.
When firefighters arrived at the property they could see smoke coming from the
roof, however the woman who lives in the house was already outside unharmed.
Six firefighters wearing BA accessed the roof where they found a well developed
fire in the loft space. Crews tackled the fire using two high pressure hose reels.
They also worked to cut away the roof tiles to ensure the fire was fully out.
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Once the fire was extinguished firefighters assisted with ventilating the property
and called for the Red Cross Fire and Emergency Support vehicle.
The cause of the fire is thought to be accidental, due to an electrical fault.
Chip pan fire leaves two injured
Thursday 9 September
22.28 St Peter’s House, Jacobs Wells Road, Hotwells, Bristol
A man and a woman have been taken to hospital after a fire in a seven-storey
building used as flats.
When firefighters arrived they found the fire in the kitchen of a flat on the fifth
floor was already out. However, two people were injured as a result.
It appears a woman in her 60s, who lives in the flat, had left a chip pan on
unattended and gone upstairs. The pan had then caught fire.
Fortunately the property was fitted with a working smoke detector, which was
activating and heard by a neighbour. The neighbour had a key to the flat and let
another neighbour inside, a man in his 50s.
He then went upstairs, found the woman and alerted her to the fire. He then went
into the kitchen to deal with the fire and moved the chip pan into the sink. As the
pan was extremely hot, he suffered burns to his face and hands and was treated
by firefighters at the scene.
In the meantime, the woman, who was on her way out of the property, had fallen
and was suffering from head and back injuries.
Another neighbour also ran into the property with a dry powder extinguisher and
put the fire out.
Both the man with burns and the female resident were taken to hospital.
Firefighters assist six people to safety after mini-bus crash
Thursday 16 September
10.27 Bleadon Road, Weston-super-Mare
Firefighters have rescued six people after their mini-bus was involved in a road
traffic collision with another vehicle.
When crews arrived on the scene they found the casualties with cuts and bruises
and suffering from shock.
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Crews quickly stabilised the vehicle and, working alongside paramedics, they
assisted the casualties to safety. One elderly woman was unable to leave the
vehicle so firefighters removed the seats of the mini-bus to make way for a
stretcher.
The woman was then placed on to a spinal board and taken to hospital with the
other casualties. An air ambulance and doctor were also on the scene.
A 77-year old woman later died in hospital from injuries sustained in the crash.
Fatal house fire investigated
Saturday 25 September
07.22 Wells Road, Knowle, Bristol
A woman has died following a house fire in Bristol.
On arrival at the three storey property, crews from Brislington and Temple
received reports of people trapped and could see thick smoke issuing from the
property. Six firefighters wearing BA entered the building to carry out a search
and extinguish the fire.
A 34 year-old female was rescued and attempts were made to revive the female
by fire and paramedic teams.
Sadly she was pronounced dead at the scene.
Crews tackle large fire at derelict hotel
Wednesday 29 September
17.57 Royal Pier Hotel, Birnbeck Road, Weston-super-Mare
More than 40 firefighters have tackled a severe fire at the former Royal Pier
Hotel.
More than 30 999 calls were received by the AF&RS Control room and on arrival
crews found a well developed fire. Using ground monitors outside the derelict
premises and two aerial appliances to act as water towers, crews worked hard to
bring the blaze under control.
Firefighters were not committed into the building due to the severity of the fire
and the instability of the premises.
Two fire engines and the Combined Aerial Rescue Pump (CARP) were on the
scene the following day to dampen down and check for hotspots.
The building was left badly damaged by the fire and had to be demolished shortly
after.
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2 Significant incidents during October 2010
Firefighters rescue day-old kittens
Monday 4 October
20.14 Avebury Road, Ashton, Bristol
Four, day-old kittens had their first and, hopefully only, encounter with fire crews
when they were rescued from under the floorboards of a house.
The tiny bundles were detected when the owners heard noises from under the
floor of an upstairs bedroom. It appears their cat had chosen a very private place
to give birth after finding a route through a hole in the airing cupboard.
Having pulled up a few floorboards, the owners called for help after realising the
kittens were trapped further. And, after making sure the kittens were safe from
the work taking place above, firefighters removed several more floorboards
before carrying the animals out to safety.
The kittens were none the worse for wear for their ordeal and are rumoured to
have been named after their rescuers!
Candles spark fire
Saturday 16 October
01.29 Grove Road, Fishponds, Bristol
Firefighters have tackled a fire after candles were knocked over, causing some
nearby paperwork to catch alight.
Two firefighters wearing BA entered the premises and tackled the fire using one
high pressure hose reel. A positive pressure ventilation fan was then used to
ventilate the property.
Fortunately no one was hurt.
Faulty fridge destroys house in blaze
Sunday 17 October
02.25 Pastures Avenue, St Georges, Weston-super-Mare
A woman has had a lucky escape after an electrical fault with her fridge caused a
fire which destroyed her home.
She had returned to the house after a night out and on opening the door
discovered the fire. When crews arrived, smoke and flames were coming from
the window of the property.
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Four firefighters wearing BA entered the house and tackled the fire using two
high pressure hose reels. A positive pressure ventilation fan was used to
ventilate the house.
Fortunately no one was inside the house at the time and no one was hurt. The
property was left badly damaged by fire and smoke.
An investigation into the cause of the fire found it started accidentally after an
electrical fault with the fridge.
Horse pulled from water filled ditch
Thursday 21 October
08.34 Elmsley Lane, Kewstoke, Weston-super-Mare
A 30 year-old male horse has been rescued by firefighters after getting stuck in a
water-filled ditch.
When crews arrived they found Nashka in the ditch with water half way up his
legs.
It appears he may have been there for a number of hours.
Using specialist animal rescue equipment crews managed to get strops around
the animal and with the help of a farmer’s tractor they were able to assist the
animal back to the field.
He appeared to be suffering from a number of minor cuts and was cold, but
otherwise unharmed by the ordeal.
Two horses hurt in RTC
Saturday 30 October
17.15 Shepperdine Road, Oldbury on Severn, Thornbury
Firefighters were called to assist with the rescue of two horses after the horsebox
lorry they were travelling in was involved in an RTC.
When crews arrived on the scene they found the horsebox on its side in a ditch
and two horses trapped.
Working alongside the owner of the animals and two vets, firefighters quickly set
to work to try and free the animals.
The first horse, which was brown, was sedated and assisted from the horsebox
using strops, with crews pulling the animal on to a salvage sheet. Upon close
examination by a vet, sadly it was decided to put the horse down.
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Meanwhile, firefighters worked using strops to assist the second horse, which
was white, from the vehicle. Upon rescue the horse got to its feet and appeared
to quickly recover from its ordeal.
Elderly man taken to hospital following fire
Sunday 31 October
17.13 Rose Hill, Larkhall, Bath
A 65 year-old man has been taken to hospital after a fire.
On arrival at the incident firefighters found a heavily smoke-logged flat on the
ground floor of the premises and a small fire in the kitchen.
Two firefighters wearing BA entered the flat and tackled the fire using one high
pressure hose reel. A PPV fan was used to clear the smoke and a thermal
imaging camera was used to check for hotspots once the fire was out.
The man and the woman who live in the flat were suffering from smoke
inhalation, but did not go to hospital. However, their neighbour, who lived in a flat
upstairs, was also suffering from smoke inhalation and taken to hospital.
It appears the fire started accidentally after a pan of oil on the stove overheated
and began to smoke.
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